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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

HOW THEY THINK YOU GOT THERE MATTERS: ATTRIBUTIONS ABOUT
NETWORKING BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE

Certain properties of individuals’ social networks within their organizations are known to
be associated with benefits. However, these properties are not universally beneficial for
all individuals. To explain the differing utility of social connections for different actors,
network research has tended to focus on factors relating to the actor’s characteristics,
agency and cognition. With this dissertation, I explore a different contingency affecting
actors’ abilities to leverage their networks: how observers perceive and evaluate the
behavior of actors as they craft and use their networks, and how these attributions impact
actors’ job performance.
I develop a theoretical framework that incorporates social capital theory to develop a
taxonomy of networking behaviors. I build upon network cognition research to explore
how observers’ perceptions and attributions of actors’ networking behaviors rather than
perceptions of network ties or structure affect actors’ outcomes. I draw upon attribution
theory to suggest how observers’ attributions about actors may affect observers’ behavior
towards actors, thus impacting actors’ outcomes.
Results suggest that networking behaviors that are seen as serving the collective
positively impact actors’ outcomes, while networking behaviors that are seen as selfserving negatively impact the actors’ outcomes by limiting access to high-status friends.
However, attributions about an actor’s self-serving behavior augment the benefits the
actor receives when he or she has access to high-status friends. When it comes to
performance, networks matter, but it also matters how observers evaluate actors’
networking behaviors.

KEYWORDS: Network cognition, Social capital theory, Social network analysis,
Networking behavior, Attribution theory
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Employees in organizations are embedded within both formal and informal
structure. The formal structure includes the structure defined by the organizational chart,
which shows who reports to whom, and also includes workflow relationships, which
define which job outputs are the inputs to other jobs. The informal structure is defined by
the relationships between the employees, which combine to become a web of
interconnected relations that facilitate much of the work of the organization. Within this
web of interconnected relations, or network, employees carry out their often
interdependent work tasks, interact with their friends, develop new work relationships,
lose contact with some friends as they make new ones, and seek career and personal
advice. Certain properties of individuals’ workplace networks are often associated with
beneficial outcomes for the individual. These potential and actual benefits that are
available to individuals because of their social relationships are referred to as social
capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Potential benefits employees may enjoy from
advantageous network properties include better performance (Mehra, Kilduff, & Brass,
2001), speedier promotions (Brass, 1984; Burt, 1992), enhanced reputation for influence
(Brass, 1984) and performance (Kilduff & Krackhardt, 1994), and status attainment
(Bian, 1997; Lin, 1999b). These are examples of how social capital benefits individuals.
Social capital can also benefit the collective, as when dense, closed networks ensure that
social norms are followed, thus increasing trust throughout the network (Coleman, 1988).
This dual conception of social capital, that it can be used to benefit the individual or the
collective, plays out in the daily activities of employees within organizations, as they
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balance the needs of the collective, be it work group, department, division or
organization, with their own individual needs.
Social networks can be conceptualized as pipes, or conduits through which
information, resources and support can flow. They can also be conceptualized as prisms,
or signals which convey information about an individual’s quality or status to observers
(Podolny, 2001). Lin’s social resource theory (1990) conceives of a how a specific
network property - access to high status others through network ties - results in benefits
for the individual through both pipe and prism mechanisms. First, access to high-status
connections can provide an individual with high-quality or speedy information, thus
enhancing the individual’s opportunities. Second, the individual may have opportunities
to influence her high-status contacts, who are likely to be decision-makers within the
organization (Lin, 1999b). Finally, the individual may enjoy a kind of “reflected glory”
(Cialdini et al., 1976), since having a connection with a high-status individual may act as
a signal of the individual’s own status (Lin, 1999a). In support of social resource theory,
access to high-status others has been found to enhance an individual’s chances of
attaining a job (Bian, 1997), attaining higher status (Lin, 1999b), and overall career
success (Lin, 1990).
However, having a high-status friend may not be enough on its own to provide the
status signal that Lin predicted. In their study of an entrepreneurial information systems
company, Kilduff and Krackhardt (1994) found that actually having a high status friend
did not affect the actor’s reputation for influence within the organization. The actor’s
reputation was enhanced only if others perceived a tie. With this study, the authors
showed how observers’ perceptions of a specific network property, rather than the
2

network property itself, could affect an individual’s reputation within the organization.
Another study of reputational effects found that employees who were perceived as being
friendly to supervisors were viewed with suspicion by their colleagues (Vonk, 1998).
Evidence from later studies suggests that perceptions may also impact other
important outcomes for individuals, such as the individual’s performance, career
progression, and work attitudes. Burt’s structural holes theory (1992) argues that
individuals who occupy brokerage positions between unconnected alters can benefit from
these positions because they provide access to non-redundant information and
opportunities to control the flow of information between the unconnected parties. In
support of this theory, individuals with networks that are rich in structural holes have
been found to achieve speedier promotions, have greater creativity and enjoy better job
performance (Burt, 2004, 2007). However, a number of studies suggest that observers’
perceptions about the individual affect the individual’s ability to capitalize on the full
benefits afforded by a network rich in structural holes. For example, French managers in
brokerage positions achieved favorable career outcomes, but felt negative emotions about
their brokerage positions (Burt, Hogarth, & Michaud, 1999). In a study of Chinese
managers in organizations with high-commitment cultures, brokerage positions were
actually detrimental to career outcomes such as salary and bonus (Xiao & Tsui, 2007). In
both studies, the authors suggested that these employees were unable to fully enjoy the
benefits of their brokerage positions because their colleagues viewed them with suspicion
due to their network properties, leading to less favorable personal and professional
outcomes. In a study at a U.S. company, brokerage positions were found to be helpful in
the information network, but were found to be detrimental in networks that help to forge
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identities for employees (Podolny & Baron, 1997). The authors theorized that sparse buyin networks, characterized by the actor occupying a large number of brokerage positions,
were detrimental to employees’ attempts to implement initiatives because they did not
have the trust and support from their colleagues that was necessary. A recent study with
MBA students and employees of an organization found that perceptions about women’s
networks: the extent to which they were seen occupying brokerage positions and
initiating friendship ties affected their reputation, performance and team performance
(Brands & Kilduff, 2013). In a study in which participants viewed a computer
simulation, actors seen as moving into brokerage positions were seen as less trustworthy
than others, and were less likely to be chosen for activities involving trust (Gladstone &
O'Conner, 2013). Ibarra, Kilduff and Tsai (2005) have speculated that brokers are
successful only in instances where their brokering behavior is not perceived by others,
but they did not actually examine the brokering behaviors in question.
The common thread running through these examples is that perceptions about an
individual’s network ties and structure can have an impact on outcomes beyond the
individual’s reputation. However, this possibility has yet to be fully explored and tested.
Accordingly, my dissertation will seek to fully explore the research questions: how do
observers’ perceptions and evaluations of individuals’ attempts to build, manage and
leverage their workplace networks affect those individuals’ performance outcomes? I
will also explore whether these attributions about networking behavior affect individuals’
performance outcomes in the presence of network properties known to have a beneficial
effect on outcomes. With this question, I move beyond reputational effects of observers’
perceptions and evaluations into effects on actual job performance, and I move beyond
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perceptions and evaluations of network properties into perceptions and evaluations of
networking behaviors, which I define as behaviors directed towards the crafting and use
of workplace networks in order to enhance either individual or collective social capital. I
conceive of the crafting of one’s network as having to do with its building and
maintenance, while the use of the network is about how one realizes potential benefits
within one’s network, for example, by calling in favors, or using one’s position for one’s
own or for others’ benefit. To explore my research questions, I develop a taxonomy of
attributions which explain networking behaviors as stemming from two kids of motives:
communal (aimed at enhancing collective social capital), or self-serving (aimed at
enhancing individual social capital). Accordingly, I develop attributions about
networking behaviors which are likely to lead to network properties known to confer
either individual or collective social capital in the workplace.
With this dissertation, I hope to make the following contributions to theory and
research: first, I seek to build upon existing network cognition research by exploring how
networking behaviors, rather than network properties, are perceived and interpreted.
Second, I examine how observers’ attributions about the motives underlying networking
behavior affect actual job performance, building upon current research which focuses on
the effect of observers’ perceptions of network properties on individuals’ reputations and
performance. Third, I examine whether the attributions have an impact on individuals’
job performance outcomes above and beyond the effect of a network property known to
affect job performance: access to high-status friends. Fourth, although network cognition
studies have examined the potential negative effect that occupying broker positions can
have on the actor’s reputation and other outcomes, I am unaware of any which have
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studied the potential negative effects associated with networking behaviors aimed at
forging connections with high-status others, even though “suck-up”, “kiss-up”, and
“toady” are words commonly used to describe this kind of person in organizations. A
better understanding of these attributions processes should have numerous practical
implications. Fifth, current research on networking behaviors tends to examine general
behaviors, usually those aimed at developing one’s network, with the eventual use of the
network implied. I seek to augment this research by developing a taxonomy of
networking behaviors related directly to network properties associated with individual
and collective social capital, and the behaviors which actors may engage in to achieve
those network properties.
We know from past research that certain network properties are positively
associated with job performance, but we also know that advantageous network properties
are not equally leveraged by all individuals who have them (Burt, Kilduff, & Tasselli,
2013). Explanations for differences in the utility of network connections for different
individuals have tended to focus on the actor, examining factors such as actor
characteristics like personality (Mehra et al., 2001; Oh & Kilduff, 2008; Sasovova,
Mehra, Borgatti, & Schippers, 2010) actor agency, motivation or ability, and actor
cognition (Kilduff & Brass, 2010). There is an opportunity to examine how observers’
evaluations of actors affect actors’ ability to translate network advantage into desired
outcomes. Actors have limited control over their networks. They are affected by the
agency of other actors, and other actors’ behavior towards and actor is likely to be
affected by their evaluations of the actor.
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With this dissertation, I seek to explore a question that should add to our current
understanding: how do observers’ perceptions and attributions about individuals’
networking behaviors affect individuals’ performance outcomes, and do these attributions
affect performance above and beyond the effect of a network property known to
positively impact performance: access to high-status friends? In other words, when it
comes to performance, does how they think you got there matter?

Copyright © Theresa Marie Floyd 2014
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Capital
Employees draw on a number of different resources in order to perform
effectively at work. In addition to human capital, which is the sum of an individual’s
abilities, education, experience, special training, looks and personality, the networks
perspective argues for a second kind of capital, not located within the individual, but
instead located within the individual’s relationships with others: social capital. Social
capital can be thought of as the goodwill that exists because of the web of social relations
around the individual. That goodwill can be mobilized for the benefit of the individual or
of the collective. Social capital provides information to the individual, gives the
individual opportunities to influence others, and provides the individual with social
support (Adler & Kwon, 2002). Social capital has been conceptualized in two main
research streams: individual social capital and collective social capital. Individual social
capital is associated with the properties of individuals’ social networks that provide
opportunities to benefit the individuals. Certain network positions, network structures,
and ties to powerful, resource-filled others provide an actor with individual social capital
(Brass, 1984; Burt, 2001; Lin, 1999a). Collective social capital is based upon the shared
benefits that accrue to individuals who exist together in highly interconnected networks.
The interconnected nature of the network creates norms for accepted behavior, sanctions
for those who violate norms, and as a result, trust between members of the network.
Actors derive social support and solidarity from highly interconnected, or closed,
networks (Coleman, 1988).
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A number of different network properties have been found to provide individual
social capital. Among these are network size, network structure, network position and
the characteristics of the people to whom the focal actor is connected. These network
properties afford the individual with different kinds of benefits and opportunities. A
larger network can provide the individual with more potential sources of information,
social support and influence (Burt, 1992; Mehra et al., 2001). Research on the structure
of an individual’s network has its roots in the strength of weak ties theory proposed by
Granovetter (1973), who sought to explain why individuals who were seeking new
employment received more helpful and numerous referrals from acquaintances rather
than from close friends. He theorized that, based on Heider’s balance theory (1958), the
close friends of any individual are likely to be at least acquainted, and therefore close
friends (strong ties) would be unlikely to provide novel information about potential job
opportunities. However, because a person’s acquaintances (weak ties) are less likely to
be acquainted with each other, they were the ones that provided non-redundant
information about potential job opportunities. Burt (1992) expanded upon this idea, first
stating that it wasn’t the strength of the tie that was the defining factor, but the lack of
connection between the actor’s contacts, or alters. Burt defined social capital as the
relationships an actor has with coworkers that provide the actor with opportunities (Burt,
1992). He emphasized the need to craft one’s network efficiently, maintaining a balance
between the necessities of maximizing access to novel information and minimizing social
network maintenance. He pointed out that maintaining social contacts takes time and
effort, so although a large network provides the best access to information, it requires too
much time for maintenance. Therefore, networks that provide the best balance between
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access to information and a reasonable amount of maintenance time are networks rich in
structural holes. Structural holes are instances when an actor’s social contacts are not
themselves connected. An actor who bridges or brokers a structural hole is granted both
information and control benefits. Information benefits come from early access to novel
information. Control benefits come from the opportunity to play two unconnected
contacts off of each other, or to control the flow of information between two unconnected
contacts (Burt, 1992).
Even at work, this highly instrumental view of social interaction may not be
appreciated by all observers. Burt acknowledged that a person who acted this way with
his or her friends rather than work colleagues might be considered to be manipulative
(Burt, 1992). What Burt didn’t acknowledge is that for many of us, our colleagues at
work are our friends, and the idea of maintaining a network that is efficient by pruning
off redundant ties is counter to most people’s idea of friendship. Accordingly, although a
large amount of research has shown that occupying brokerage positions within one’s
immediate network and within the wider organizational network can lead to career
success such as higher performance evaluations (Mehra et al., 2001), and early
promotions (Burt, 1992, 2005, 2010), these positions have also been found to be
ineffective and even detrimental in some instances, which I describe below.
In addition to the structure of the individual’s network, the individual’s position
within the overall network of the organization can provide opportunities and benefits.
Brass (1984) found that network closeness and betweenness were both associated with
perceptions of influence and promotion. Closeness can be thought of as the focal
individual’s proximity to all others in the network, and is measured by summing the
10

shortest path from the focal individual to all other individuals in the organization, through
their network ties. Closeness is thought to conceptualize the extent to which an
individual has access to independent sources of information. Betweenness can be
thought of as the extent to which an individual lies on the shortest paths between others
within the network. An individual high in betweenness has the opportunity to control
much of the flow of information and resources within the organization, since these flows
must often go through the individual. A later work showed that network position both
independently predicted a reputation for power and also partially mediated the
relationship between the use of influence tactics and reputational power (Brass &
Burkhardt, 1993). More recent research found that for leaders, central positions within
the friendship networks of their teams and within the overall organization’s friendship
network among team leaders was related to their reputation for leadership among
subordinates, peers and supervisors (Mehra, Dixon, Brass, & Robertson, 2006).
Lin’s (1990) social resource theory views social capital as a way to status
attainment, theorizing that by accessing and mobilizing resources embedded within social
ties, an individual enhances his or her chances of attaining better status. He argued that
access to and use of better social resources is positively related to career success, and
high status contacts provide better social resources. Individuals who have close ties with
high status others have access to better quality and quantity of information through these
contacts. In addition, depending on the closeness of the tie, they have opportunities to
influence those who are themselves influential (Lin, 1999b). Finally, having high status
friends can provide a signal of the individual’s own status, providing the individual with
“reflected glory,” thus increasing the individual’s status (Lin, 1999a) by providing
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evidence of the individuals social credentials and providing reinforcement about the
individual’s rights to certain resources (Lin, 2002). Bian’s (1997) research on job seekers
in China supports social resource theory. He found that Chinese job seekers were more
successful when they had direct or indirect ties to job-assigning authorities through
guanxi networks characterized by trust and obligation. Indirect ties to these authorities
were even more beneficial, because they ultimately connected job-seekers with higherstatus helpers.
Although it is easy to understand how ties to high-status or high-resource contacts
can benefit an individual, it is also easy to imagine that individuals who vie too overtly
for connection to high-status others at work might be viewed negatively by their
colleagues. However, there is a dearth of research on the subject, which my dissertation
seeks to remedy.
The three ways that Lin theorized contacts with high status others can provide
opportunities and benefits to an individual exemplify the two mechanisms through which
network properties provide social capital: by acting as “pipes” or as “prisms” (Podolny,
2001). When network ties act as pipes, they act as the means by which things like
information, knowledge, resources and assistance flow. Burt’s structural holes theory is
essentially a pipes theory, because he focused on the way that actors with network rich in
structural holes have access to novel information and also have the opportunity to control
the flow of information between their social contacts (Burt, 1992). When network ties
act as prisms, they act as a signal of the individual’s status or quality. Kilduff and
Krackhardt (1994) explored the prism effect of having or being seen as having high status
friends on the actor’s performance reputation .
12

Because of the known benefits of social capital, businesspeople are often
encouraged to maximize their workplace networks. In order to develop advantageous ties
at work, businesspeople engage in a number of different behaviors, which have been
examined in a stream of research focused specifically on the behaviors associated with
networking, rather than the network ties themselves.
Networking Behavior
Networking behavior has been defined a number of different ways in past work.
Gould and Penley (1984) defined it as developing a system of contacts either inside or
outside one’s own organization with the goal of gaining career information and support.
In operationalizing their definition, they focused on the building and potential use of
networks within two forms of networking behavior: “building a network of contacts in
the organization for obtaining information about what’s happening in the organization,”
and “building a network of friends in the organization… to further career progression.”
Michael and Yukl (1993) pointed out that networking behaviors could be focused either
inside the actor’s or outside the actor’s organization. Orpen (1996) recognized that in
addition to building informal cooperative relationships, one has to maintain those
relationships in order to gain potential benefits. He measured networking behavior using
a 30-item scale developed by Yukl and Lepsinger (1990) as the networking scale within
their Managerial Practices Survey. The scale includes descriptions of specific behaviors
that might lead to forming connections, for example: attending meetings, ceremonies or
social events in the organization; passing on useful information or gossip to people in
other work units; or attending trade shows or conferences. Forret and Dougherty (2001)
pointed out that networking behaviors are “attempts to develop and maintain
13

relationships” with people who can potentially assist in one’s work and career. (Italics
added.) Thus, they made it clear that networking behaviors don’t always lead to the
network properties desired. For their studies, they developed a 33-item scale of specific
activities people might engage in for networking purposes. The 33 items were grouped
into five categories by factor analysis: maintaining contacts, socializing, engaging in
professional activities, participating in church or community activities, and increasing
internal visibility (Forret & Dougherty, 2001, 2004). The common thread in many of the
operationalizations of networking behavior is that they focus on behaviors directed at
building and maintaining networks. While the use of the networks is often implied in the
definitions of networking behavior, it is seldom measured. One exception is a study done
by Flynn, Anderson and Brion (Unpublished manuscript), which used a detailed case
study which outlined the networking behaviors of a real person directed towards
“building, managing and leveraging her network.” (Italics added.)
A second common thread in past research is that most studies do not attempt to tie
networking behaviors to any specific network properties that might be a result of those
behaviors. Instead, most studies examine how different kinds of behavior, directed
towards a general enhancement of the actor’s network, are directly related to the actor’s
outcomes. One exception is a study done by Totterdell, Homan and Hukin (2008), in
which the authors developed a scale to measure the propensities actors exhibited for
making three different kinds of ties: strong ties, weak ties, and bridging ties. They linked
these propensities directly back to actors’ network properties, including network size,
betweenness, or the extent to which the actor lies on the shortest network paths between
pairs of people in the overall network, and brokerage, or the extent to which the actor acts
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as a bridge between two people within his or her immediate network. I plan to extend
networking behavior research by focusing on crafting and use networking behaviors that
are directly related to specific network properties which are associated with social capital
benefits, such as access to high status friends.
Research in networking behavior has examined both antecedents to and
consequences of networking behavior. Antecedents such as gender, socio-economic
background, self-esteem, extraversion, favorable attitudes towards workplace politics,
organization level and type of position have been found to be related to the level of
involvement in networking behaviors (Forret & Dougherty, 2001). Psychological gender
types (masculine, feminine and androgynous) have been associated with networking
behavior, in that women who identify with the masculine gender type were found to
make more network contacts outside of a formal network organization, and those who
identified with the androgynous gender type made more frequent contacts per week than
the other types (DeWine & Casbolt, 1983). Political skill and time perspective have been
found to affect networking behavior, in that politically skillful people with a deep future
time perspective were found to be involved in more career-centered networking, while
politically skillful people with a shallow time perspective were found to be involved in
more community-centered networking (Treadway, Breland, Adams, Duke, & Williams,
2010). Environmental factors have also been found to affect networking behavior.
Michael and Yukl (1993) found that managerial function and level affected the amount of
external networking actors engaged in, while managerial level affected actors’ amount of
internal networking.
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Networking behavior has been found to be associated with managers’ salary
progression and or overall compensation (Forret & Dougherty, 2004; Gould & Penley,
1984; Orpen, 1996), managers’ rate of advancement (Forret & Dougherty, 2004; Michael
& Yukl, 1993; Orpen, 1996; Totterdell et al., 2008), career success as perceived by the
actor (Forret & Dougherty, 2004), network properties such as size, betweenness and
brokerage (Totterdell et al., 2008), and actors’ personal outcomes such as support
received and well-being (Totterdell et al., 2008). Forret and Dougherty (2004) found
differential effects of networking behavior on outcomes for men and women, in that
engaging in professional activities was positively associated with overall compensation
for men but not for women, and increasing internal visibility was positively associated
with promotions and compensation for men but not for women. One explanation for these
differences may be that men and women are viewed differently for the same networking
behaviors. Flynn, Anderson and Brion (Unpublished manuscript) found that when a
woman and a man who engaged in the exact same networking behaviors (as detailed in a
case study) were independently rated, the woman was rated as more “power hungry” and
her behaviors less “aimed at helping all parties involved” than the man.
When Social Capital Doesn’t Work
Although network properties and the networking behaviors that people use to gain
those properties are often associated with better performance and career outcomes, this is
not always the case. Kilduff and Krackhardt (1994) found that if others perceived that an
individual had a powerful friend, it increased that individual’s performance reputation;
but actually having a powerful friend had no effect. A number of studies have found that,
contrary to expectations, occupying brokerage positions in workplace social networks can
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sometimes be ineffective or even detrimental. In a comparison study of American and
French managers, Burt, Hogarth and Michaud (2000) found that networks rich in
structural holes were similarly associated with career success. However, while American
managers associated positive emotions with their brokerage relationships, French
managers associated negative emotions with theirs. The authors explained the difference
by inherent differences in the way American and French organizations operate. While an
entrepreneurial orientation and creative problem-solving may be appreciated in American
companies, in French companies, there is much more pressure to operate within accepted
boundaries (Burt et al., 2000). Because of this pressure, French managers felt reluctance
to work with people outside of their defined work group or chain of command, for fear of
“accusations of favoritism,” or of undermining morale (Crozier & Friedberg, 2009).
In another study conducted in China, Xiao and Tsui (2007) found that brokers in
collectivistic cultures are viewed with suspicion by their colleagues. Calling upon a
traditional Chinese saying, they theorized that someone who occupies brokerage
positions between work colleagues is seen as someone who is “standing in two boats”,
not sure where his or her loyalties lie. In collectivistic national cultures like China, or
organizational cultures like the high commitment culture examined in this study, the
control benefits of structural holes are out of step with the dominant spirit of cooperation.
They found that in these kinds of cultures, structural holes were actually detrimental to
career achievements such as salary or bonus. Greater benefits were enjoyed by
integrators than by brokers in their study (Xiao & Tsui, 2007). A study conducted in the
engineering division of an American auto manufacturer yielded a similar finding: those
with a tertius iungens strategic orientation in using their networks were more likely to be
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involved in innovation (Obstfeld, 2005). Tertius iungens (the third who joins) refers to a
strategic orientation towards connecting unconnected colleagues versus a tertius gaudens
(the third who benefits) (Simmel & Wolf, 1950) orientation, which is exemplified by
maintaining and exploiting structural holes (Burt, 1992).
Another example of the occasional ineffectiveness of networks rich in structural
holes was demonstrated in a comparison study of number of different types of networks
in a high tech organization by Podolny and Baron (1997). They argued that while
networks rich in structural holes provide benefits in information networks, the same
network structure in the buy-in network of the organization can be detrimental, because it
doesn’t provide the normative expectations needed for the individual to forge a clear
organizational identity. Without a clear organizational identity, the individual can’t gain
the trust and support needed to access resources and implement initiatives. The buy-in
network was defined as the people who were identified by the focal actor as those whose
“buy-in” was essential for any initiatives coming out of the actor’s office or department.
This study showed that the content of the tie, or the nature of the relationship expressed
by the tie, was an important determinant of the effectiveness of networks rich in
structural holes. Podolny and Baron suggested that is it especially important for women
entering the senior ranks in the workplace to “forge clear organizational identities and to
internalize a coherent set of normative expectations about their organizational roles.”
A number of studies have examined the differences in networks between men and
women, and several have found that bridging positions are differentially effective for
men and women. In a study of senior managers at a large American electronic
components and computing equipment company, Burt found that networks rich in
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structural holes provided both information and control benefits to men, but not to women
(Burt, 1998). He theorized that the effect was caused by women’s outsider status at
upper management levels in typical organizations. People feel more confident in
predicting the behavior of insiders, and thus feel more comfortable placing trust in them.
Therefore, female brokers are viewed with less trust because of their lack of legitimacy,
and this lack of trust hampers their effectiveness in brokerage positions. Burt suggested
that to gain legitimacy, women should seek to “borrow” the network of a strategic partner
or advocate (it is implied that this partner is male) rather than attempting to craft
networks rich in structural holes. This status as an outsider is not just typical for women
managers, but can also apply to entry-level men (Burt, 1998).
Ibarra (1992) proposed an alternative explanation of women’s relatively lesser
success with sparse networks, by examining the effect of the strength, or multiplexity of
the tie. Multiplexity refers to the kinds of content represented by the tie. Simplex ties
contain only one type of content, while multiplex ties contain more than one. Because
women tend to seek social support from other women and frequently must seek
instrumental support from men, their ties are more often simplex, while men, who seek
both social support and instrumental support from other men, are more likely to have
multiplex ties. Therefore, men are likely to be more successful in gaining assistance from
their contacts because the strength of the ties between men and their contacts that can
provide the instrumental assistance is greater.
Brass (1985) also found that men and women exhibited homophily in their choice
of interaction partners at work, and pointed out that this resulted in women being much
less central in the interaction network of men in general and the dominant coalition in
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particular. This led to women being rated as less influential than men overall. However,
women who were central in the men’s and dominant coalition network were rated as
more influential than other women and received more promotions.
The common thread that runs through all these instances where network
properties did not provide the expected opportunities and benefits is this: how an
individual is seen by his or her colleagues may affect the individual’s ability both to take
advantage of social capital from advantageous network properties and his or her ability to
establish advantageous ties in the first place. In many of these examples, the authors have
theorized that the way individuals are viewed by their work colleagues impacts the extent
to which they are able to realize the benefits of their social capital. However, very little
research has actually examined specifically what observers think about actors who
occupy favorable network positions. And the studies that do examine this phenomenon
focus on observers’ perceptions and interpretations of the network position or the
network ties, not on the behaviors that enabled the actor to reach that position or gain
those ties.
A study that examined actual behaviors was conducted by Vonk (1998) at a Dutch
organization. In this organization, there was a term for people who acted in a likeable
manner towards superiors and an unlikeable manner towards subordinates. They were
said to be “slimy”, or to be “licking upward and kicking downward”, and were evaluated
as being extremely dislikeable (Vonk, 1998). Vonk found that likeable behavior towards
superiors, even in the absence of dislikeable behavior towards subordinates, activated the
“slime” schema and led to suspicion of the actor’s motives.
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Research on the influence tactic of ingratiation has also found that ingratiation is
not always successful. Westphal & Stern (2006) found that top managers who engage in
flattery towards their CEO are more likely to receive board appointments at other firms
where their CEO has influence, and found that this ingratiatory behavior can substitute to
some extent for the advantages associated with an elite background or demographic
majority status. However, in a later study, Westphal and Stern (2007) found that
ingratiatory behavior towards peer directors increased a director’s chances of another
board appointment, but this behavior worked less well for ethnic minorities and women.
In a meta-analysis, Gordon (1996) found a number of contingent factors affecting the
impact of ingratiation on outcomes, including the type of tactic used, the transparency of
the tactic, the direction of the behavior (upward, downward or lateral), and whether the
perceivers were targets of the ingratiation or just observers. Treadway and his colleagues
found that supervisors’ perceptions of employee ingratiation were negatively associated
with supervisor ratings of the employees’ interpersonal skills, but that individuals with
higher levels of political skill were less likely to have their ingratiatory behavior
perceived by their supervisors (Treadway et al., 2010), and Ham and Vonk (2011) found
that ingratiatory behavior activates spontaneous suspicion of ulterior motives as
frequently as is activates an attribution about the actor’s helpfulness. These studies
specifically examined observers’ interpretations of behaviors that could be related to the
goal of achieving connections to high status others, and as such inspired many of the
questions that I pursue with my dissertation.
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Network Cognition
Network cognition research includes work examining how individuals’ network
properties are seen by observers, and how observers’ perceptions affect individuals’
outcomes. It can be organized into three main research streams: cognitive accuracy in
regards to social networks, the perceptions and attributions of observers about actors’
social networks, and the diffusion of these attributions through social networks.
Accuracy in network cognition. The roots of the research which examines how
accurately people perceive social networks in which they are embedded can be found in
early work that focused on how people learned social structures. This foundational work
suggested that perceivers would use default schemas, or ways of organizing information,
for categorizing networks. For instance, if an observer perceived that an actor A was a
friend of B, and also that the actor was a friend of C, then the observer would infer that B
and C were also friends (Heider, 1946; Heider, 1958). In fact, De Soto (1960) found
through experimentation that observers more easily learned friendship relations that were
both reciprocal and balanced. In the case of influence relations, those that were
asymmetric and transitive were easier to learn. He also found that complete networks
were easier to learn. Later research discovered that some individuals possess schematic
knowledge that allows them to learn incomplete networks, which might give them an
edge over others, since missing relations affect the pattern of exchange of resources and
information (Janicik & Larrick, 2005).
A number of studies revealed systematic biases in the perception of one’s own
place within the social network, with individuals in general over-perceiving their own
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number of ties, their number of reciprocated ties, and their own centrality, or occupation
of a central position within the network (Krackhardt, 1987; Kumbasar, Rommey, &
Batchelder, 1994). Individuals also over-estimate clustering in friendship networks
(Kilduff, Crossland, Tsai, & Krackhardt, 2008).
Certain characteristics of observers can either enhance or diminish their accuracy
in perceiving networks. More central people in the network are more accurate
(Krackhardt, 1987), but more highly ranked people within the organizational hierarchy
are less accurate (Casciaro, 1998). Part-time employees are less accurate than full-timers,
and more popular people (measured by their number of ties in the friendship network) are
more accurate than the less popular. In addition, people with a high need for
achievement and a high need for affiliation are more accurate (Casciaro, 1998). People
with low power are more accurate (Simpson & Borch, 2005; Simpson, Markovsky, &
Steketee, 2011). Finally, people with a high need for closure are more likely to assume
their social contacts are connected than others, which might lead them to miss
opportunities for brokering between unconnected individuals (Flynn, Reagans, &
Guillory, 2010), and an observer’s perception of the social distance between him or
herself and an actor affects the proportion of the actor’s friendships the observer sees as
balanced (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1999).
Since more accurate of informal networks can imbue the observer with power
(Krackhardt, 1990), some network researchers have tested whether people can be taught
to understand network structure, and have found that executives who actively participated
in a network learning program had better performance evaluations, more promotions and
lower turnover (Burt & Ronchi, 2007).
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Effects of network cognition. Research more closely related to my dissertation topic is
that which has been conducted to determine how observers’ perceptions impact their
attributions about actors. In a seminal study on the effects of perceived connections on
reputation, Kilduff and Krackhardt (1994) found that being perceived as having a
prominent friend boosted an actor’s reputation as a good performer. In this case, actually
having the friend had no effect on the actor’s reputation, so perception was more
important than reality. Krackhardt and Brass (1994) found that being perceived by others
as occupying a central position within the organization’s network was associated with
perceived power within the organization. Podolny (2001) found similar effects when
examining inter-organizational networks, and concluded that networks can act as pipes,
or conduits of information, or as prisms, or cues about the actor’s reputation for quality.
Going one step further, Ibarra, Kilduff and Tsai (2005) proposed that brokers in networks
might receive benefits only because others do not perceive their brokerage behavior,
which might be perceived by observers as selfish.
The foregoing studies have focused on the effects of observers’ perceptions on
actors’ reputations. Brands and Kilduff (2013) went further and examined the impact of
observers’ perceptions on actors’ reputations and actors’ outcomes and team outcomes
through a study conducted with MBA students at a European university and within a
European organization. As traditional in MBA programs, the students did a good portion
of their coursework as teams which were assigned by the professors and persisted for the
length of the program. The study examined the extent to which the networks of men and
women in the program were perceived as agentic, which the authors operationalized as
networks having a large number of outgoing ties and structural holes. They found that
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men were more likely than women to be seen as occupying agentic roles in the network,
controlling for actual network positions. If a woman was perceived as occupying such a
role, she was seen as competent but not warm by the observer. If a team endorsed
general gender stereotypes, women overall performed poorly on individual tasks. On
these teams, if team members over-perceived men as occupying agentic roles, the team
performed better than teams who over-perceived women as occupying those roles.
It should be noted that all of the above studies measured observers’ perceptions
using the cognitive social structures (CSS) method (see Brands, 2013 for a review). In
this method, participants are asked to provide their perceptions of all the ties that exist
between each pair of people within the network. The data from all participants is then
aggregated, and each participant’s point of view is compared to the aggregate view,
which can be based upon intersubjective agreement between the two members of the pair
or by the overall consensus of all participants.
A recent study which used a different method was conducted via an experiment in
which participants viewed computer-simulated videos of actors making connections with
each other. Actors who moved into broker positions in the simulation were seen as less
trustworthy than non-brokers. In a second experiment, participants were informed that
they could select one of the actors in the simulation as an exchange partner for a game in
which they could gain prizes. Participants were more likely to choose the non-broker as
an exchange partner when trust in the partner was important to the game, but more likely
to choose the broker as an exchange partner where novel and diverse information was
important. In a third experiment, participants were assigned exchange partners, but were
given discretion over how much they would invest in the game. Participants invested less
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in the game with brokers than with non-brokers, and this effect was mediated by
perceptions of trustworthiness. The authors argued that while brokers make valuable
exchange partners when diverse and novel information is important, they also run the risk
of being seen as untrustworthy (Gladstone & O'Connor, 2013). This study and the study
by brands and Kilduff showed that observers’ perceptions of network ties and structure
can impact not only actors’ reputations, but also actors’ outcomes, team outcomes, and
observers’ behavior towards actors.
Although the literature on the social cognition of social networks is rich and
diverse, there are a number of opportunities for further study that could greatly enhance
our understanding of how observers’ perceptions and attributions affect both the
reputation and the outcomes of actors. First, research on social cognition and social
networks has focused on the perception of the actor’s network properties, either by
aggregating observers’ perceptions of dyadic ties, or by simulating networks where the
actor’s position is clearly indicated. What it has not done is to examine perceptions of
networking behaviors, or the pattern of actions that actors exhibit in crafting and using
their social networks.
We know that network properties can be an important component in employees’
success, and it stands to reason that an individual who achieves certain favorable network
properties has likely engaged in networking behaviors, whether strategically or more
serendipitously. Better understating of observers’ perceptions and evaluations of
networking behaviors will help advance our understanding of when and why certain
forms of social capital don’t confer the expected benefits on their owners. Accordingly, I
seek to better understanding these perception and attribution processes by applying social
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cognition and attribution theories to a specific subset of social behavior: behavior aimed
at crafting and using workplace social networks.

Social Cognition
To better understand how the impressions observers have of others form and how
these impressions result in the potentially contradictory combinations of attributions that
make up an actor’s reputation, it is wise to consider all the factors that influence what
observers perceive and the attributions they make about what they perceive. These
questions have been studied extensively in social cognition literature. Social cognition
can be defined simply as all the ways we make sense of other people and ourselves
(North & Fiske, 2012), and it encompasses research on impression formation,
attributions, social categorizations and schemas, attitudes, and theories of the self and
social identity (Bromley, 1993). For the purposes of this dissertation, I will focus on the
aspects of social cognition related to observers’ perceptions of behavior, inferences about
behavior and attempts to understand and evaluate others.
Social cognition was inspired by cognitive psychology, with one important
difference: that the entities being perceived and interpreted are other human beings and
therefore have intentions and personality of their own. This idea of theory of mind
articulates how there is something different about perceiving people versus inanimate
objects, and the agency of the people whose behavior we perceive and interpret is an
integral part of how we understand and evaluate them (Fiske, 2013).
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Early work in social cognition began with experiments on how observers form
impressions based upon simple lists of personality traits (Asch, 1946). Heider (1958)
later expanded upon this work in his seminal book that examines social interaction
processes. He proposed that people are like naïve scientists, who constantly seek to
understand others by observing and interpreting their behavior. These attributions help
provide the observers with a sense of control, because if they are able to understand why
an actor acted a certain way, they feel better able to predict what the actor might do next.
In the 1970s and 1980s, much of the research in social cognition emphasized
normative processes of inference and how humans often fell short of the ideal due to
overuse of heuristics, or shortcuts, and to biases that affect both perception and memory
(Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1975, 1983). Fiske and Taylor (1991)
coined the term cognitive miser to describe the observer who chose to conserve cognitive
energy by relying on shortcuts for person perception. The assumption was that these
heuristics almost always led to errors in perception and inference (Fiske, 2013).
In the 1990s, the view of the observer evolved into the idea of the motivated
tactician, which emphasized how observers can choose whether to use automated of
more cognitive, conscious processes when they seek to make inferences about others.
The motivation of the observer guides how much effort he or she puts into understanding
others (Fiske, 2013). A number of dual process models in person perception were
proposed, all similar in that they recognize that observers can use both automatic and
controlled processes to understand and interpret the behavior of others (Brewer, 1988;
Fiske, Lin, & Neuberg, 1999; Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Gilbert, Krull, & Pelham, 1988;
Trope, 1986).
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In the 2000s, due in large part to advances in methodology, thoughts about the
observer came almost full circle; back to the realization that we have limited conscious
choice and ability to control our automatic reactions. This view of the activated actor,
recognizes that our everyday situations provide information and motivations that shape
our responses more than we often recognize (Fiske, 2013), and sounds quite similar to the
cognitive miser perspective. However, there is an important difference in that it
recognizes that although certain reactions are automatic, individuals can still control how
much they choose to attend to their automatic reactions (North & Fiske, 2012). For my
review of the social cognition literature, I will focus on the biases that influence what
observers perceive, and the attributions they make about what they perceive.
Impression formation: What affects observers’ perceptions? The process of
impression formation can be thought of as including several steps. First, observers
gather, combine and organize information about an actor when they perceive the actor’s
behavior. Next, observers attribute that behavior to either internal or external factors
(most often to internal factors) (Schneider, Hastorf, & Ellsworth, 1979). In making
attributions about the actor’s behavior, observers take into account their beliefs about the
actor’s intentions and motives (Reeder, 2009b). This process implies that observers
perceive actors as causal agents, who are capable of varying their behavior to achieve
different intended outcomes. Next, observers evaluate the actor based upon these
cognitions, perhaps making inferences about the disposition or enduring personality traits
of the actor. Finally, these inferences affect the observers’ behavior towards the actor
(Schneider et al., 1979).
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We know that it would be impossible for an observer to attend to all the infinite
kinds of behavior displayed by the numerous people he or she could encounter on a given
day. Therefore, observers must be selective about what they attend to (Schneider et al.,
1979). The observer may make a conscious choice to pay attention to a certain person or
behavior, or the choice may be made more subconsciously. In either instance, an
observer’s previous experience and motivations affect his or her perception and
interpretation of behaviors, in that past experiences and current motives affect the
categories an observer uses to organize events and behaviors (Schneider et al., 1979).
This categorization is important, because once an observer has assigned an actor to a
particular category based upon perceived behavior; the observer will make assumptions
about personality traits that he or she associates with that behavior. Implicit personality
theory articulates how we, as observers, tend to believe that knowing certain things about
a person can also enable us to infer other things (Schneider et al., 1979). For instance, if
we observe a person helping an older woman cross the street, we might infer that they are
a kind person, and based on that inference make additional assumptions about their
behavior in other situations, for instance, that they will be likely to help a child who is
lost.
One factor that influences what behaviors observers perceive is salience. Salience
can relate to the actor or to the behavior itself. Actors that are more likely to be observed
include those that dominate the observer’s field of vision, those that are more expressive,
those that are novel in the context (North & Fiske, 2012), more socially connected
individuals (Anderson & Shirako, 2008), those whom the observer knows (Nisbett &
Ross, 1980), and those that have an impact on the observer’s outcomes (Berscheid,
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Graziano, Monson, & Dermer, 1976). Observers are more likely to attribute the behavior
of particularly salient actors to disposition, rather than the situation (Lassiter, Geers,
Munhall, Ploutz-Snyder, & Breitenbecher, 2002), because observers assign salient actors
with a greater causal role in outcomes of events (Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman,
1978). Observers are also more likely to be extreme in their evaluations of salient actors,
and also more likely to assume that the actor is representative of the category to which
the observer has assigned the actor (Fiske, 2013).
Behavior that is more likely to be observed is that which is unexpected or unusual
for the context (Nisbett & Ross, 1980), or behavior that is deviant or especially negative,
because these kinds of behavior call out for an explanation (Bromley, 1993).
Observers don’t perceive and categorize each separate behavior of an actor in a
vacuum. Rather, observers perceive an actor’s behaviors over time, and associate the
combination of behaviors the actor exhibits in different situations with underlying
personality traits of the actor. To do this, observers draw on if…then… personality
signatures which help observers make judgments about actors’ traits based on their
behavior. In this way, observers are considering person-situation interactions in their
everyday explanations of the behavior and dispositions of the actors they observe
(Kammrath, Mendoza-Denton, & Mischel, 2005). Affect control theorists, in seeking to
quantify how the nature of the setting in which the behavior occurs changes the way the
behavior is evaluated, found that the activity level of the setting has a large impact on
impression formation. In fast-paced settings, actors and their behaviors are evaluated
more favorably and are seen as more expressive (Smith‐Lovin, 1987a). Another way that
settings influence the evaluation of behavior is by shaping role assignments (Burke &
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Franzoi, 1988). People generally agree upon the role identities that are relevant to each
setting, and actors are evaluated better when they adjust their behavior to fit within these
role assignments (Smith‐Lovin, 1987a). By accounting for both person and situation in
their evaluations of actors’ dispositional traits, observers can predict actors’ general
patterns of behavior in the future, especially within certain contexts, because people
exhibit habitual patterns of behavior within certain contexts (Bromley, 1993).
Attributions. Once an observer either consciously or unconsciously decides to attend to
the behavior of a particular actor, the observer will attempt to understand or make sense
of the actor’s behavior through a process of attribution. Attributions are causal
explanations for perceived behaviors, and may include an observer’s attempts to
understand motives and intentions (Fiske, 2013). The observer may make attributions
about the actor’s intentions, the actor’s motives (Reeder, 2009b), and the actor’s abilities
to enact his or her goals (Heider, 1958). Then, the observer attributes the actor’s
behavior to an underlying cause, and may evaluate the actor based upon these cognitions.
Divining motives and intentions includes a certain amount of mind-reading on the part of
the observer, which may be subject to considerable bias, such as when people assume that
other people think in ways similar to themselves (Nisbett & Ross, 1980). Observers’ first
goal is to determine the actor’s intentions, then they divine the actor’s goals and beliefs,
and then they ascribe the behavior to aspects of the actor’s personality (Malle &
Holbrook, 2012). Observers are more likely to attempt to understand an actor’s motives
in situations where the actor has some freedom of decision, rather than in situations with
strong forces requiring the actor’s compliance. In situations characterized by the
perceived free choice of the actor, the perceived motive is likely to be personal
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expression, while in situations where the observer perceives an ulterior motive on the part
of the actor, the observer may infer a motive of self-interest (Reeder, 2009b).
The result of the attributions process is the assignment of an actor to a category in
the observer’s mind. Once a person is tentatively assigned to a category, the observer
may make inferential leaps and assign additional characteristics to the actor based on the
category (Nisbett & Ross, 1980), in part because people have implicit theories about
which characteristics go together (Schneider, 1973).
Warmth and competence. Attributions can be said to fall into two broad categories:
those which evaluate the actor’s warmth and those which evaluate the actor’s
competence. The delineation of warmth and competence attributions began through
research on stereotypes. Foundational work on the stereotype content model (SCM)
claimed that our attributions about others have two dimensions: sociality and capability
(Asch, 1946; Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007). In understanding the motives and intents of
others, observers first determine whether the actor intends to do good or ill. An actor
perceived as intending to do good will be awarded an attribution of warmth, which is
associated with friendliness, helpfulness, sincerity, trustworthiness and morality (Fiske,
Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002). Next, observers determine whether the actor has the ability
to carry out his or her intentions. An actor perceived as able will be awarded an
attribution of competence, which is associated with intelligence, skill, creativity and
efficacy (Fiske et al., 2002). Communal actions, or those focused on benefitting others,
are associated with warmth, while agentic actions, or those associated with benefitting the
self, are associated with competence (Fiske, 2013). Of the two dimensions, the warmth
dimension is the most available to most observers, and is therefore the first attribution
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assigned, with competence coming next. This phenomenon reveals the primacy of our
affective reactions to others (Fiske et al., 2007). In other words, how we feel about
someone is more important than what we think about their abilities.
Ambivalent attributions. Certain streams of research examine how attributions about an
actor can be ambivalent. Affect-control theory seeks to understand the feelings that are
produced by the combined characteristics of events (Smith‐Lovin, 1987b). Affect control
theorists define an event as an actor acting upon another person within a given setting
(Smith‐Lovin, 1987a). The goal of affect-control theory is to develop a quantitative
statement of how feelings form, by developing formulas to describe how events change
feelings from one state to another. Observers are said to form impressions of actors
based upon three characteristics of the behavior: the evaluation of the actor’s behavior
(whether good or bad), the potency of the actor in achieving his or her objectives (power
or powerlessness), and the activity level of the behavior (vivacity versus stillness). In
addition, the object or target of the behavior affects the evaluation, such that a bad act to
a likeable target is seen as particularly bad (Smith‐Lovin, 1987b), and, as described
above, the setting in which the event takes place also affects attributions, through its
influence on role identity assignments (Burke & Franzoi, 1988).
The stream of research on warmth and competence also acknowledges the
potentially ambivalent attributions that can arise with different combinations of the two
dimensions. An actor can be seen as both warm and competent, but can also be seen as
warm but incompetent, or as competent but cold. Those seen as warm but incompetent
are especially disadvantaged in work settings (Cuddy, Glick, & Beninger, 2011). Those
seen as competent but cold often fare better at work, but may not have the ability to
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connect with others that comes with attributions of warmth (Cuddy et al., 2011). Fiske,
Cuddy, Glick and Xu (2002) proposed that these ambivalent combinations of attributions
are stem from different antecedents. Attributions of warmth are associated with
perceptions of competition, in that actors are seen as warm when they are not seen as
viable competitors. Attributions of competence are associated with status, in that those of
low status are seen as incompetent.
Biases which affect perception and attribution. Nisbett and Ross (1980) argued that
we are all intuitive scientists who generally are successful in making inferences about
others based on their behavior in varying situations, but we do occasionally fall short in
understanding others based upon our underuse of rational cognition strategies, and our
overuse of more primitive intuitive strategies. We often overuse heuristics to develop our
inferences about others. Heuristics are shortcuts observers use in person perception in
order to make inferences about others rapidly, if not completely accurately. In many
instances heuristics are a help rather than a hindrance, especially when we need to make
rapid decisions. However, the use of heuristics can also lead to a number of inferential
errors (Fiske, 2013). Representativeness bias occurs when we assign someone to a
category based on how well we think they represent that category, even in cases where
the category has an extremely low frequency of occurrence. We don’t take into account
the low probability of anyone belonging to that category if we think the person is a good
representative of the category (Tversky & Kahneman, 1975). This bias is closely related
to the conjunction fallacy, when we think it is more likely that a person will have two
distinct characteristic than either one of the characteristics alone, even though it is
mathematically less probable that a person will have two characteristics in combination
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than either one alone (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). Both of these biases are related to
our tendency to assign a person to a social category and then assume that they possess all
the traits we associate with that category. Availability bias occurs when we judge an
event as more frequent or probable when it is readily available in our own memory
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1975). Finally, fundamental attribution error is our tendency to
ascribe the behavior of an actor primarily to the actor’s disposition rather than to any
situational forces. In contrast, we more often attribute our own behavior to situational
forces (Nisbett & Ross, 1980).
Of course, observers may choose consciously or unconsciously to use more
controlled inferential processes in person perception. When this is done, an observer’s
attributions about the actor become more individuated, or specific to that particular actor
rather than to oversimplified categories to which the actor may initially be assigned
(Fiske, 2013). Above, I discussed a number of characteristics that make actors and
behaviors especially salient, which is one factor that might provide the impetus for more
controlled processes. Another factor unearthed by the use of MRI and brain scans is the
existence of two different neural networks that operate under different types of situations.
The X network, so named because it is reflexive and automatic, operates when things are
going smoothly, and is associated with dispositional explanations of behavior. The C
network, so named because it is reflective and controlled, is triggered by conflict,
knowledge of accountability, outcome dependency, and thwarted goals, and is associated
with more qualified attributions that take situational factor into account (Lieberman,
2007).
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Understanding actors’ motives and intentions. An extension of attribution theory that
examines how observers make sense of actors’ motives and intentions, and how these
inferences affect the attribution process is called the Multiple Inference Model (MIM).
Developed by Reeder (2009b), MIM suggests that impression management and trait
attribution research tends to assume a single inference process, whereby observers make
sense of actors’ behaviors by attributing the behaviors to actors’ underlying traits. While
this process works well at explaining unintentional behavior, to understand intentional
behavior, which originates with the actor and thus implies choice on the actor’s part,
observers engage in multiple inference processes, whereby they assess actors’ motives
and intentions and then marry their attributions about actors’ motives and intentions to
actors’ underlying traits in order to form a coherent profile about the actor. Often this
processing occurs in parallel, and may be unconscious in the heat of the moment. The
processing may be more deliberate and analytic when observers have a vested interest in
understanding actors’ behavior, such as when an actor has influence over an observer’s
outcomes.
To fully understand how observers assess actors’ motive and traits, one must
compare and contrast the two constructs. Motives can be defined as mental states which
influence behavior directed towards the pursuit of goals (Heider, 1958; Malle, 2008),
while traits are often defined as stable behavioral propensities (Reeder, 2009a). While
there is overlap between the two constructs, the main difference is that observers
typically think of motives as something actors are consciously aware of and acting under
(Reeder, 2009a). Because of these differences, traits and motives are used differently to
explain behavior. Trait attributions may be better at predicting general patterns of
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behavior in the future, while motive attributions may be better at predicting specific
behavior in the immediate context (Nussbaum, Trope, & Liberman, 2003). Observers
may be more likely to employ motive explanations to understand common behaviors,
while employing traits more often to explain exceptional behaviors (Idson & Mischel,
2001). Ultimately, observers are most likely assess actors’ motives when seeking to
understand ambiguous behavior that has the potential to affect observers’ outcomes
(Morris & Mason, 2009).
Observers’ behavior towards actors. “One of the major variables which influence our
behavior vis-à-vis another person is the sort of impression we have formed of him and the
disposition we have attributed to him” (Schneider et al., 1979). A number of studies have
provided support for this view. Hall Blass, Ferris and Massengale (2004) found that how
stakeholders interpret leader behavior is moderated by the leader’s reputation, as defined
by the motives and intentions they attribute to the leader’s behavior. Liu and colleagues
found that reputation was a mediator between political skill and job performance (Liu et
al., 2007). Pfeffer (1993) found that actors who seek a reputation for being powerful and
succeed find that the reputation confers upon them even more power. Ferris and
colleagues (2003) found that actors with good reputations have more referent power.
In another study, people who were seen making choices and acting for the good of
the group were rewarded for their altruistic behavior with higher status and were most
frequently preferred as cooperative interaction partners (Hardy & Van Vugt, 2006). On
the other hand, another study found that actors who are seen as warm, but incompetent
are disadvantaged in professional settings, while competent but cold people fare a little
better (Cuddy et al., 2011). Therefore, to achieve the best possible reputation, an actor
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has to exhibit both warmth and competence. Most recently, Zinko and colleagues found
that self-reported autonomy, or the degree to which an employee has freedom,
independence and discretion in performing his or her job tasks, referent power and career
success as reported by managers is related to the actor’s reputation (Zinko, Ferris,
Humphrey, Meyer, & Aime, 2012).
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

The theoretical lens which I use to investigate the effects of observers’
attributions about individuals’ networking behavior on individuals’ outcomes is
attribution theory. As outlined above, attribution theory fits into the social cognition
research stream. Originally conceived by Heider (1958) in his seminal book on social
interaction processes, attribution theory describes how observers conceive of causal
explanations for perceived behaviors (Fiske, 2013). Heider described attributions as a
kind of naïve psychology, whereby observers attribute perceived behaviors to underlying
causes. Observers gather information about an actor based on perceived behavior,
evaluate the individual based on the intentions and motives underlying the behavior and
the actor’s ability to enact his or her goals (Heider, 1958; Reeder, 2009b).Understanding
the causes of perceived behavior provides observers with a sense of control, because if
they understand why an individual engages in certain behaviors, they feel they can
predict how the individual might act next (Heider, 1958). Based on the attributions
observers use to explain an individual’s perceived behavior, they may assign the
individual to a category, and may infer additional information about the individual based
on that category assignment (Schneider et al., 1979).
Much of attribution theory focuses on observers seeking to understand the
underlying dispositional explanations for actions (Fiske et al., 2002; Nisbett & Ross,
1980; Schneider et al., 1979), but there is a separate stream, inspired by Heider’s (1958)
conception of “wanting” – how perceivers recognize and react to the motives and
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intentions of actors - which instead examines how observers attempt to divine the
motives and intentions of the actor . Reeder’s Multiple Inference Model (MIM) describes
how observers often put effort into understanding the motives underlying behavior they
perceive to be intentional (Reeder, 2009b). He suggests that observers infer the motives
behind behavior and then match those motives up with inferences about the actor’s
disposition in order to form a consistent profile. The multiple inferences can occur
simultaneously and unconsciously, or they can be more thoughtful and analytic. More
analytic inferences usually occur when the actor’s behavior is perceived to be intentional
by the observer.
I apply attribution theory – specifically, how observers seek to understand
perceived behaviors by divining the underlying motives – to a subset of social behaviors
related to the crafting and use of workplace social networks: networking behaviors. I
argue that the way individuals’ networking behaviors are perceived and interpreted by
observers will affect how those observers behave towards the individuals, thus affecting
the individuals’ outcomes. Networking behaviors have several characteristics which may
lead observers to employ motive-based explanations. First, they can be thought of as
intentional in that actors have a choice about how they act towards their work colleagues:
who they choose to be friendly towards, who they choose to maintain friendships with,
and how they choose to use any information or influence gained from their networks.
Because of the perceived intentionality of networking behaviors, I expect observers to
use multiple inference processing to understand both actors’ motives and their underlying
traits. Second, observers attempting to understand networking behaviors are attempting
to make sense of specific behaviors within their immediate environment (Reeder, 2009a).
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Third, networking behaviors can be thought of as common behaviors. Individuals at
work engage in friendship overtures, lose contact with friends, introduce friends to each
other and share information with friends on a regular basis – these are not unusual
behaviors that must be explained by some outstanding trait in the actor. Rather, they can
be understood by observers by attempts to divine actors’ motives, either through
projection or through simulation (Reeder, 2009a). Finally, actors’ networking behaviors
have the potential to affect observers’ outcomes in a number of ways, such as by limiting
observers’ access to advantageous contacts which could positively impact observers’
outcomes (Schneider et al., 1979). For all these reasons, it is most appropriate to examine
observers’ attributions about actors’ networking behavior by seeking to understand how
observers make sense of actors’ motives.
Once observers make inferences about the motives underlying actors’ networking
behaviors, and match those motives with traits to form profiles about actors, these
inferences and beliefs about the actor are likely to lead to value judgments about the
actor’s perceived motives and intentions, and further, to categorization of the actor based
on the perceived behavior, motives and intentions (Schneider et al., 1979). These
categorizations may influence observers’ predictions about the actor’s likely future
behavior, thus influencing observers’ behavior towards the actor and potentially
impacting actors’ outcomes. In making inferences about actors, observers often allow
perceived central traits about the actor to dominate the impression they have of the actor.
One such central trait is the judgment of the actor’s warmth (Asch, 1946; Fiske et al.,
2007). Warmth is associated with friendliness, helpfulness, sincerity, trustworthiness and
morality (Fiske et al., 2002). Communal behavior in prior research is associated with
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helpfulness, empathy and kindness (Eagly & Johannesen‐Schmidt, 2001), therefore
communal networking behaviors are likely to lead to positive assessments of the actor’s
sincerity, friendliness and warmth.
To develop the construct of attributions about the motives underlying networking
behavior, and to examine how different interpretations of motives can affect how
observers evaluate individuals, I draw upon social capital theory. Social capital can be
thought of as the potential and actual benefits that can accrue to an individual because of
his or her relationships (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). It complements human capital, in
that social capital helps individuals translate their human capital into desired outcomes
(Burt, 2000), and in some cases, can be thought of as helping to create human capital, as
when social connections allow an individual to gain additional information, resources, or
education (Coleman, 1988). Social capital can be understood as consisting of two broad
perspectives. One perspective focuses on how certain network properties can provide
benefits to the individual, while another focuses on social networks can provide benefits
to the collective (Adler & Kwon, 2002).
One theory of individual social capital, social resource theory, describes how the
characteristics of the individual’s social contacts, or alters, can benefit the individual,
pointing out that connections to high status alters provides individuals with opportunities
to improve their own status (Lin, 1999b). This perspective can be categorized as a theory
of individual social capital since the potential and actual benefits accrued from social
relationship are awarded to the individual with the right connections. In contrast, a
communal perspective on social capital argues that closed social networks provide
benefits to all of the members of the network, in the form of social norms that restrict
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behavior and enhance trust between network members (Coleman, 1988). Building upon
these two perspectives of social capital, I conceive of observers’ attributions about the
motives underlying actors’ networking behavior as falling into two broad categories. I
call attributions which explain the actor’s perceived networking behaviors as stemming
from the actor’s desire to enhance the collective social capital attributions of communal
motives. I call attributions which explain the actor’s perceived networking behaviors as
stemming from the actor’s desire to enhance his or her own individual social capital
attributions of self-serving motives. I do not attempt to measure actual networking
behaviors. Instead, I draw upon attribution theory to measure the attributions that
observers make about the motives behind individuals’ networking behaviors.
I draw upon research on networking behaviors to conceive of the possible kinds
of networking behaviors that could be perceived and evaluated by observers. Research
on networking behaviors has identified two main types of networking behavior: network
crafting behavior, which includes actions focused on building and maintaining networks,
and network use behavior (Flynn et al., Unpublished manuscript; Forret & Dougherty,
2001; Mehra, Floyd, & Ofem, Unpublished). Building upon this previous work, I define
network crafting behavior as the perceived actions individuals may engage in as they
develop and maintain their networks, such as preferences for the kinds of people that
individuals seek connection with, the tendency to encourage connections between
unconnected people or maintain separation between unconnected people, the tendency to
seek out new friends and/or spending less time with current friends. Network crafting
behavior is a dynamic, ongoing process. One never “finishes” building one’s network,
instead the network evolves over time as individuals add and drop ties. I define network
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use behavior as the actions individuals may engage in as they capitalize on the
opportunities provided by their social networks, such as using information gained for
one’s own benefit or for the benefit of others.
Network crafting behaviors. Network crafting behaviors likely to be attributed to
communal underlying motives are those behaviors which are likely to lead to network
properties associated with collective social capital, such as dense, close-knit networks
with many connections between all the individuals within the network (Coleman, 1988).
Therefore, observers are likely to attribute the networking behavior of an individual who
is seen as preferring friendships with people who work inside his immediate work group
to communal motives. In contrast, network crafting behaviors likely to be attributed to
self-serving underlying motives are those which are likely to lead to network properties
associated with individual social capital. One way for an individual to accumulate
individual social capital within her network is to build connections with high-status
people (Lin, 1999b). Therefore, observers are likely to attribute the networking behavior
of an individual who is seen as preferring friendships with high status people to selfserving motives.
People often make value judgments about perceived behavior and the motives
they infer to be the cause of the behavior (Schneider et al., 1979). Perceived networking
behavior which has been attributed to communal motives is likely to be judged favorably,
which may lead observers to infer additional motives based on the favorable category
into which they have placed the actor. Therefore, observers are likely to attribute
perceived communal networking behaviors with the actor’s sincerity and friendliness. In
contrast, actors whose perceived networking behavior has been attributed to self-serving
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motives are likely to also be seen by observers as seeking friendships at work in order to
benefit their careers.
Simmel’s (1950) concept of tertius gaudens, the third who benefits, is a theory of
individual social capital, in that an individual who bridges between two unconnected
others has the opportunity to benefit. Burt expanded upon this concept in his structural
holes theory, arguing that the benefit to the broker comes from opportunities for access to
non-redundant information and opportunities to control the flow of information between
the two unconnected parties (Burt, 1992). In contrast, Obstfeld (2005) developed the
concept of tertius iungens, the third who joins, to describe individuals who are oriented
towards bringing unconnected others together. Although the individual who connects
others may enjoy individual benefits, ultimately this is a theory of collective social
capital, in that the individual who joins unconnected others does it for the benefit of the
organization as a whole. Accordingly, actors who are perceived as acting as brokers, or
go-betweens for unconnected others are likely to have their perceived network
maintenance behavior attributed to self-serving motives, while actors who are perceived
as connecting unconnected others are likely to have their network maintenance behavior
attributed to communal motives.
Another way that individuals maintain their networks is by dropping, adding or
retaining ties. Actors who are seen as remaining loyal to friends may have this perceived
network maintenance behavior attributed to communal motives, while actors who are
seen as losing contact with friends when they are no longer useful for their careers may
have this perceived network maintenance behavior attributed to self-serving motives.
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Network use behaviors. Network crafting behaviors, such as network building and
network maintenance, can be thought of as the means the actor may use to achieve his
goals. Observers’ attributions about the motives underlying network crafting behaviors
may speculate about the actor’s ultimate goals, but it is the network use behaviors that are
most revealing. Once the network has been crafted, how the actor is perceived to use her
network will provide further evidence for observers’ impressions and judgments about
the actor. I conceive of network use behaviors as having three broadly defined possible
motives: to benefit the actor’s career, to benefits others within the organization, or to
benefit the organization as a whole. Since networks are said to provide opportunities for
information and influence (Borgatti & Foster, 2003), I conceive of perceived network use
behaviors as those in which an actor is seen as using influence and/or information in
order to benefit their own careers, others within the organization or the organization as a
whole. Table 3.1 shows the typology of networking behaviors developed for this study.
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Table 3.1 – Taxonomy of Networking Behavior

I will now describe two examples of networking crafting and use behavior as
perceived by observers, and explore how observers’ attributions about the perceived
behaviors might develop as they use multiple inference processing to understand the
motives underlying the behaviors and match these inferences about motives with
inferences about disposition to build consistent profiles (Reeder, 2009b). For the first
example, imagine that a new employee, Claire, has joined department with two distinct
work groups. Over time, it is likely that her colleagues within the department will
perceive and evaluate her behavior as she crafts and uses her network of friends within
the organization. I draw upon attribution theory to make predictions about how the way
people understand the causes of Claire’s networking behaviors will impact Claire’s
outcomes. Imagine that as Claire settles in to her new role, she acts particularly friendly
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to a number of people within the department. Observers may (accurately or inaccurately)
sense a pattern in Claire’s friendly behavior and attribute it to a preference for making
friends within her immediate work group. Observers may further speculate on the
motives behind Claire’s preference: perhaps she has a sincere desire to be friendly to the
people she will be working closely with. Now imagine that Claire has settled in and has a
network of friends within the department. Over time, two of Claire’s friends, who were
previously not connected, develop a relationship with each other. Observers may
attribute this new relationship to Claire’s desire to encourage connections between people
and bring people together. Now imagine that Claire has fully settled into the department.
She teaches one of her friends in the department a valuable skill, and as a result, her
friend’s status within the organization increases. Observers may attribute this
development to Claire’s desire to use information or influence that she has for the benefit
of others.
How might observers’ attributions about the communal motives underlying
Claire’s networking behavior affect Claire’s outcomes? I argue that observers who
attribute Claire’s networking behavior to communal motives will likely categorize Claire
as a team player, and trust her to do what is best for others or for the organization as a
whole (Schneider et al., 1979). Observers who categorize Claire in this way will likely be
willing to share information, resources or assistance with Claire when she needs them,
thus providing Claire with opportunities to improve her performance. Therefore,
observers’ attributions of communal motives underlying an actor’s networking behavior
should positively impact that actor’s job performance.
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Hypothesis 1: Observers’ attributions that explain an actor’s networking behaviors as
stemming from communal motives will be positively related to the actor’s performance.
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Figure 3.1: Hypothesis 1
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For the second example, imagine that a new employee, Paul, has joined a
department with two distinct work groups. Imagine that as Paul settles in to his new role,
he acts particularly friendly towards a number of people within his new department.
Observers may (accurately or inaccurately) sense a pattern in Paul’s friendly behavior
and attribute it to a preference for high-status friends, and may further speculate on the
motives behind Paul’s preference: perhaps he seeks friendships at work to further his own
career goals. Now imagine that Paul has settled in and has a network of friends within the
department. Over time, Paul may lose contact with some friends and seek out new
friends. Observers may perceive that Paul loses contact with lower status friends, while
seeking new higher status friends. Based on this perception, observers may attribute
Paul’s behavior to deliberately “pruning” his network, and dropping friends who cannot
help Paul with his career goals. Now imagine that Paul has fully settled into the
department. Over time, Paul’s status within the department grows. Observers may
perceive that Paul is using the information and/or influence he has gained for the benefit
of his own career.
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How might observers’ attributions about the self-serving motives underlying
Paul’s networking behavior affect Paul’s performance? I argue that observers who
attribute Paul’s networking behavior to self-serving motives will likely categorize Paul as
someone who looks out for himself, and attribute his behavior to selfish motives (Eagly
& Johannesen‐Schmidt, 2001; Reeder, 2009b). Observers who categorize Paul in this
way will likely be reluctant to connect with Paul, especially for friendship, because they
suspect his motives and can’t trust that he will treat them well (Vonk, 1998). High-status
people may be even more choosy about who they connect with, because they have more
opportunities to forge friendships (Lin, 1990). This may lead Paul to having fewer
friends, including high-status friends, in the organization, thus limiting Paul’s access to
the information, influence and reflected glory benefits that high-status friends can
provide. Therefore, observers’ attributions of self-serving motives underlying an actor’s
networking behavior should negatively impact that actor’s job performance by limiting
the actor’s access to high-status people.
One could argue that not many people are likely to be seen as being driven by
self-serving motives by their work colleagues, because self-serving behaviors are likely
to be rare and even more rarely perceived, both because individuals would take care to
hide the behaviors as much as possible and because observers are less likely to expect
and therefore perceive these kinds of behaviors. People typically expect positive forms of
behavior because of strong social norms which dictate acceptable forms of behavior.
These norms are called “The Pollyanna Principle” (Matlin & Stang, 1978), which defines
how people generally expect social interactions to be positive, courteous and agreeable.
However, just because attributions which explain an individual’s networking behavior as
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self-serving are likely to be rare, that doesn’t mean that they would not have an impact on
the individual’s outcomes. On the contrary, because these kinds of attributions are likely
to be rare, they are likely to have a stronger negative impact on the individual’s outcomes
when they do occur. Negative asymmetry is a concept based on findings that suggest that
negative stimuli often have stronger effects on outcomes than positive or neutral stimuli
(Taylor, 1991), in part because people give more weight to negative information than to
positive information (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984). Negative behavior may also be seen
as less ambiguous than positive behavior, since positive behavior may be based in part on
satisfying social norms, while negative behavior can be attributed to unambiguous
motives, leading to easier judgments (Labianca & Brass, 2006). The relative rarity of
perceived or actual negative behavior carries over into studies on social relationships in
the workplace. Liking relationships are much more common than disliking relationships,
with disliking relationships usually making up only a small percentage of the total
relationships in the organization (Labianca, Brass, & Gray, 1998). For the same reasons, I
expect attributions of self-serving motives underlying actors’ behavior to be rare, but
perhaps even more impactful because of their relative rarity.

Hypothesis 2: Observers’ attributions that explain an actor’s networking behaviors as
stemming from self-serving motives will be negatively related to the actor’s performance,
because they limit the actor’s access to high-status friends.
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Figure 3.2: Hypothesis 2
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To recapitulate, Podolny argues for two mechanisms by which social networks
can provide benefits: 1) by acting as pipes, or conduits through which information,
knowledge, resources and social support can flow; or 2) by acting as prisms, or signals of
an actor’s status or quality. In the first hypothesis, I predict that observers’ attributions
about communal motives underlying an actor’s networking behavior will positively
influence observers’ behavior towards the actor, thus improving the actor’s access to the
information, knowledge and resources that can flow through the pipes of those social
relationships. In the second hypothesis, I predict that observers’ attributions about selfserving motives underlying an actor’s networking behavior will negatively impact the
actor’s performance because they will limit the size of the actor’s friendship network,
thus limiting the actor’s access high-status friends. In this prediction, the actor’s potential
pipes to high-status friends are curtailed, thus limiting the actor’s access to both pipe and
prism benefits of having high status friends: pipe benefits include information, resources
and influence, while prism benefits include the reflected glory and increase in status the
actor might enjoy because of high-status friends.
I have argued that observers’ attributions about self-serving motives underlying
networking behavior would limit an actor’s access to high status friends. For my third
hypothesis, I examine what would happen if an actor is able to connect with high status
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friend in spite of attributions of her self-serving motives. Perhaps because she establishes
the advantageous friendships before observers’ attributions develop, or because the
attributions of self-serving motives are held mostly by lower status people instead of
high-status people. Going back to the second example, imagine that the attributions about
Paul’s self-serving motives are held by his peers or subordinates, but not by his superiors.
Because of this, Paul is able to establish a number of close friendships with high-status
people within the organization. Attributions of Paul’s self-serving motives are held by
people outside these relationships, so the high-status friends who Paul has don’t suspect
Paul’s motives, but outside observers of the relationships do. Paul would still be able to
gain some benefits from his relationships with high-status people, for instance, he would
still have access to information, resources and social support from these friends – the pipe
effects. However, Paul would be unlikely to enjoy the prism effect of reflected glory from
the relationships, because outside observers would attribute the relationships Paul has
with high-status actors not to Paul’s inherent quality, but to Paul’s self-serving
networking behavior. Instead of the relationships acting as a signal of Paul’s quality, they
would be attributed to Paul’s political skill and desire to advance his own agenda.
Because of this, observers are likely to view Paul with suspicion and be unwilling to
provide Paul with assistance, resources or information. Therefore, for individuals who
have high-status friends, being seen as networking with self-serving motives should
mitigate the positive relationship between access to high-status friends and performance.
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Hypothesis 3: Attributions that explain an actor’s networking behavior as stemming from
self-serving motives mitigate the positive relationship between access to high status
friends and performance.
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Figure 3.3: Hypothesis 3
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The conceptual model for my dissertation is displayed in Figure 4, below.
Observers’ attributions which explain an actor’s networking behaviors as stemming from
communal motives are positively related to the actor’s performance, through the
mechanism of information, resources and support provided to the actor by observers
(which I do not directly test). Observers’ attributions which explain an actor’s
networking behaviors as stemming from self-serving motive are negatively related to the
actor’s performance, through the mediating effect of limiting the actor’s access to highstatus friends. When the actor does have access to high-status friends, then attributions
which explain the actor’s behavior as stemming from self-serving motives mitigate the
positive relationship between access to high-status friends and performance, because the
friendships with high status people are attributed to the actor’s self-serving networking
behaviors, rather than to the actor’s inherent quality.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual Model
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHOD

Research Setting and Sample
The sample for this study consists of 80 employees within the Human Resources,
Operations and Retail Support departments at a regional Midwestern bank. The bank
employed 498 total employees at the time of the data collection. All 498 employees were
invited to participate in an online survey. The survey sent to the 80 employees that
formed the study sample included an additional set of questions related specifically to my
dissertation research, described in detail below.
After receiving approval from the top management team to conduct the study I held a
number of meetings at the bank’s main office to introduce all managers to the survey. In
these meetings I described the steps I would take to ensure employee confidentiality, and
asked managers to share this information with their employees. Several days after the
last meeting with managers, employees received an email initiation to participate in the
study. The invitation included a link to an online survey. The online survey was created
and maintained through SurveyGizmo (Vanek & McDaniel, 2006). Respondents
accessed the online survey by clicking on the link. The survey software assigned a
randomly generated ID code to each completed survey. The consent form was the first
page of the survey, and respondents clicked a box indicating they had read the form and
consented to participate in the study. Non-respondents simply did not access the survey.
Employees were free to opt out of participation without repercussions, because
management at the organization had no way to identify who had completed the survey.
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All respondents completed the survey in times close to the mean. Checks of IP addresses
showed an absence of multiple responses from the same address.
The survey that was administered to the entire workforce of the organization
consisted of two main parts. The first part consisted of a series of sociometric questions
designed to elicit the workflow, advice, and friendship networks, as well as leadership
attributions, attributions of effectiveness, and identifying individuals each respondent did
not currently work with but would like to work with. The second part consisted of a
series of psychometric questions, including four items from the Machiavellian
Personality Scale (MPS), developed by Dahling, Whitaker and Levy (2009) to capture
individuals’ propensities in four facets of Machiavellianism: distrust of others, amorality,
control-seeking, and status-seeking; four items from an ingratiation scale developed by
Kumar and Beyerlein (1991) to measure the frequency of each respondents’ ingratiatory
behaviors in four facets: other enhancement, opinion conformity, self-presentation, and
favor-rendering; the four items chosen for each of these scales were the ones with the
highest factor loadings for each of the four facets; the tertius iungens scale developed by
Obtsfeld (2005) to measure the respondents’ orientation towards connecting unconnected
others within their networks; the tertius gaudens scale developed by Grosser (unpublished
dissertation) to measure the respondents’ orientation towards maintaining separation
between unconnected others within their networks; and six items from the influence
tactics developed by Kipnis, Schmidt and Wilkinson (1980) to measure the frequency of
respondents’ use of six different kinds of influence tactics: assertiveness, ingratiation,
rationality, exchange, coalitions, and upward appeal. These dispositional and behavioral
items were used to establish the divergent validity of the networking behaviors I measure
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in this study. The online surveys showed all questions in random order, in order to
alleviate question order bias (Dillman, 2000, p. 93).
The 80 employees in the study population received a survey that included the first two
parts described above and an additional third part that asked them for their perceptions of
their own networking behaviors, and also asked a series of sociometric questions
designed to elicit their perceptions of the networking behaviors and work reputations of
their coworkers.
The surveys were first piloted by the employees of the undergraduate resource center
at a large Midwestern university. These employees are professionals with college
degrees, similar to the population of the study organization. The 14 pilot participants
worked together closely and were a very collegial group. They provided two important
pieces of feedback: first, that it took most of them a significant amount of time to rate
(from one to five) all the other individuals in the department on the ten attributions about
the networking behaviors and work reputations of their coworkers. Second, some
participants felt uncomfortable providing ratings for their coworkers. I believe this was
especially prevalent because of the close-knit nature of the group.
Based on their feedback, I changed the questions regarding respondents’ attributions
of others into checkbox questions instead of ratings questions as described under
“Attributions about networking behavior,” below. This change significantly cut down on
the amount of time required to collect observers’ attributions about actors, and eased
pressure on the participants, since they need only identify those social contacts whom
they felt especially exemplified each attribution, rather than rating every contact on all
the attributions.
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A total of 473 employees (95%) completed the survey. Of the employees in the study
sample, 75 (94%) completed the survey. Missing data for certain variables reduced the
usable sample size for some analyses to 71(89%). Of the study respondents, 69% were
female, 85% were white, with an average age of 46 years and an average tenure of 13.5
years.

Measures
My research question asks how observers’ attributions about actors’ networking
behaviors affect actors’ work outcomes. The dependent variable in the hypotheses
associated with this question is the actor’s job performance, and the independent
variables are observers’ attributions about actors’ networking behaviors. I explore
whether these attributions affect outcomes above and beyond the effect of actual network
properties by controlling for the actors’ access to high-status friends, or the extent to
which actors’ have reciprocated friendships with people of high status within the
organization.

Job performance. Actors’ job performance was pulled from HR data provided by the
organization. It consists of supervisor evaluations which were conducted in the summer
just before the administration of the study survey. The job performance ratings could
theoretically range from 0 – 500. Actual ratings ranged from 270-500, with a mean of
438.6 and a standard deviation of 47.2.
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Attributions about actors’ networking behaviors. Observers’ attributions about actors’
networking behaviors were measured using sociometric questions designed to identify the
individuals who were seen by others as engaging in specific types of crafting and use
networking behaviors. Respondents were provided with a roster of all the employees in
the study sample. The introduction to the attribution questions went as follows:
In this section, we'd like to learn your perceptions about how your work
colleagues generally go about building and using relationships with their colleagues at
work. We're going to ask about who they tend to seek friendships with. Remember, your
responses are CONFIDENTIAL. These questions are strictly for Theresa’s dissertation,
and will not be reported to (company name) in any form. Your responses will help
Theresa to understand how and why we build relationships at work. All names will be
replaced with random ID codes, so no one, not even the research team, will know who
said what or what was said about whom.
Our friendships at work can have an impact on our careers, so it's natural for
people to consider potential effects on their careers when choosing friends at
work. Please answer these questions as honestly as possible. Please read each statement
below about how people approach relationships at work, and check the boxes next to the
names of work colleagues who STAND OUT TO YOU in that regard. You may check as
many names as you like.

A sample survey page is shown in Appendix 1.
Providing respondents with a roster and requiring only that they check off names
rather than providing ratings for each person greatly reduced the response burden. The
number of times each actor was nominated as someone who exemplified each attribution
statement provides a way to compare the attributions held about different actors by the
study sample as a whole (Marsden, 1990).
Face and content validity. Before testing my formal hypotheses, I sought to establish
the construct validity of the measures created to capture of attributions of networking
behavior. To establish the measures’ translation validity, which requires that the
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operationalization of the construct is a good reflection of what it is trying to measure, I
assessed face validity and content validity (Trochim, 2003).
To establish face validity, I piloted the questions I created to capture observers’
attributions of networking behavior with the employees of the undergraduate resource
center at a large Midwestern university. These employees are professionals with college
degrees, similar to the population of the study organization. They provided feedback
about the time it took to rate all of their colleagues on the attributions, and about their
level of comfort with rating their colleagues on each of the attributions, but they felt that
the questions asked were clear and relevant – they had no confusion about what the
questions were designed to assess. Based on their feedback, I changed the attributions
questions from ratings of every individual to checkbox questions, in which respondents
identify by checking a box next to each name which individuals exemplify the attribution
stated in the question. This greatly reduced the time commitment required by
respondents and also eliminated the discomfort associated with rating every work
colleague on the level to which they exemplified each of the attributions. Next, I worked
closely with the human resources professionals at my study organization to ensure that
the questions were worded in a way that the employees of the organization would
understand. At their suggestion, I changed the wording of the questions from singular to
plural; e.g.: instead of “This person prefers friendships with colleagues who are HIGHER
ranked in the organization than he/she is,” the question became, “These people prefer
friendships with colleagues who are HIGHER ranked in the organization than they are.”
Rewording the questions in a plural form reinforced the directive to “Please read each
statement below about how people approach relationships at work, and check the boxes
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next to the names of work colleagues who STAND OUT TO YOU in that regard. You
may check as many names as you like.” (Italics added).
To ensure that I included all potential facets of the content domain (content
validity); I reviewed both academic research and practitioner journals to understand the
main categories of networking behaviors that needed to be included. This review of the
literature indicated two main categories of networking behaviors: those aimed at crafting
networks and those aimed at using the information, resources or opportunities provided
by networks (Flynn et al., Unpublished manuscript; Forret & Dougherty, 2001; Mehra et
al., Unpublished). Accordingly, I focused on two categories of networking behavior that
observers could form attributions about: crafting and use. Within each of these
categories, I developed a number of questions to capture attributions about networking
behavior. I conceived of attributions that explained actors’ behavior as stemming from
either self-serving or collective-serving (communal) motives, based upon social capital
research which focuses on two potential recipients of the benefits of social capital:
individuals or the collective (Adler & Kwon, 2002). The taxonomy of networking
behaviors is shown in Table 5.1, below. Attributions that explain an actor’s networking
behavior as stemming from communal motives included being seen as preferring friends
within one’s own work group, being seen as seeking friends because one is sincerely
friendly, being seen as encouraging connections between people, being seen as staying
loyal to friends and being seen as using information or influence gained to benefit others
or the organization as a whole. Attributions that explain an actor’s networking behaviors
as stemming from self-serving motives included being seen as preferring high status
friends, being seen as seeking friends to benefit one’s own career, being seen as acting as
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a go-between for unconnected friends, being seen as losing contact with friends who are
no longer useful for the actor’s career goals (pruning), and being seen as using
information or influence gained to benefit one’s own career.
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Table 5.1: Taxonomy of Networking Behavior

Attributions of communal networking behavior. I conceived of attributions that
explained network crafting behavior as stemming from communal motives to include
preferring friendships within one’s own work group, seeking friendships because one is
sincerely friendly and outgoing, remaining loyal to friends who are detrimental to one’s
own career prospects and connecting otherwise unconnected others. Attributions that
explained network use behavior as stemming from communal motives included using any
information and/or influence gained for the benefit of others or the organization as a
whole. Correlational analysis indicated that the attributions within each of the categories
were highly correlated. I retained the following items, which had the strongest
correlations with job performance: preferring friends within one’s own work group,
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seeking friends because one is friendly, encouraging connections between people, and
using information to benefit others.
Preferring friends within one’s own work group was measured using the
following question: “These people prefer friendships with people INSIDE their
immediate work group.”
Seeking friends because one is friendly was measured using the following
question: “These people seek friendship with people at work because they are sincerely
friendly and outgoing.”
Encouraging connections between people was measured using the following
question: “These people frequently ENCOURAGE CONNECTIONS between work
friends of theirs who don’t have a relationship.”
Using information to benefit others was measured using the following question:
“These people frequently use information to benefit OTHERS.”
Exploratory factor analysis confirmed that the four items loaded unto one
underlying factor which explained 59% of the variance. Factor loadings are shown in
Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Factor loadings for attributions of communal networking behavior

Opinions on assessing the practical significance of factor loadings differ.
Guadagnoli & Velicer (1988) suggest that a factor can be considered reliable if it has four
or more loadings above .6, while Stevens suggests that loadings above .4 are acceptable.
In light of these differing opinions, I conducted all analyses with two versions of
attributions of communal networking behavior: one with all four items combined and one
with preferring friends within one’s own work group excluded. The pattern of significant
results was the same regardless of which combination was used. Given the low factor
loading of preferring friends within one’s own work group (below the lowest
recommended loading of .4), I dropped that item from the attributions of communal
networking behavior and used the combination that included the three remaining items.
The internal consistency coefficient of the four items of communal networking behavior,
measured using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951), was .685. The Cronbach’s alpha of
the three items of communal networking behavior was .772.

Attributions of self-serving networking behavior. I conceived of attributions that
explained network crafting behavior as stemming from self-serving motives to include
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preferring friendships with higher status others, seeking friendships in order to benefit
one’s own career, losing contact with friends who are no longer useful for one’s career
goals and acting as a go-between for work friends who don’t have a relationship.
Attributions that explained network use behavior as stemming from self-serving motives
included using any information and/or influence gained for one’s own career benefit.
Correlational analysis indicated that attributions within each of the categories were highly
correlated. I retained the following items, which had the strongest correlations with my
job performance: preferring friendships with higher status others, seeking friendships in
order to benefit one’s own career, losing contact with friends who are no longer useful for
one’ career goals (pruning), and using information gained for one’s own career benefit.
Preferring high status friends was measured using the following question: “These
people prefer friendships with colleagues who are HIGHER ranked in the organization
than they are.”
Seeking friends in order to benefit one’s own career was measured using the
following question: “These people seek friendships with people at work in order to
benefit their careers.”
Pruning was measured using the following question: “These people frequently
lose contact with work friends when they can no longer help with their careers.”
Using information to benefit one’s own career was measured using the following
question: “These people frequently use information to benefit their CAREERS.”
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Exploratory factor analysis confirmed that the four items loaded unto one
underlying factor which explained 57% of the variance. Factor loadings are shown in
Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Factor loadings for attributions of self-serving networking behavior

I conducted all analyses with two versions of attributions of self-serving
networking behavior: one with all four items combined and one with preferring high
status friends excluded. The pattern of significant results was the same regardless of
which combination was used. Accordingly, I report the results using all four items
combined. The internal consistency coefficient of the four items of self-serving
networking behavior, measured using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951), was .700.
I combined the three attributions of communal networking behavior and the four
attributions of self-serving networking behavior by taking the geometric mean of each of
the groups of items. Geometric mean is calculated by taking the nth root of the product
of the variables, as shown in the equation below, and is a standard procedure used in
combining count variables such as these (Moore & McCabe, 1989).

Because they were created by combining count variables, the independent
variables: attributions of self-serving networking behavior and attributions of communal
networking behavior have skewed distributions. The assumptions of OLS regression do
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not require that independent variables be normally distributed, but extremely skewed
distributions (where more than 95% of the cases are 0) can cause problems, and
influential outliers may need to be excluded from the data (Moore & McCabe, 1989).
Neither of the independent variables in this study is extremely skewed. Seventeen
percent of the cases in the variable: attributions of self-serving networking behavior are
greater than zero, with scores ranging from 1.190 to 2.893. Fifty-five percent of the cases
in the variable: attributions of communal networking behavior are greater than zero, with
scores ranging from 1.260 to 8.282. Ten percent of the individuals in the sample were
identified by observers as engaging in both self-serving and communal networking
behaviors. Residuals analysis identified one outlier, and I conducted analysis both with
and without the outlier to determine if it was influential. The significance and pattern of
results was the same whether or not the outlier was included. Accordingly, I report
results with the outlier included.
Criterion validity. To establish the criterion-related validity of the measures, I
conducted analyses to ensure that the measures had predictive, concurrent, convergent,
and discriminant validity. I established predictive and concurrent validity by examining
whether attributions that explained networking behavior as stemming from self-serving or
communal motives would affect observers’ opinions towards the actor in the way that I
expected they would, and whether the two kinds of attributions could distinguish between
groups. One way to examine observers’ opinions towards the actor is to examine
whether observers name the actor as someone that they trust. To test this, I compared two
means: the mean number of individuals who attributed self-serving motives to the actor
and named the actor as someone they trusted vs. the mean number of individuals who
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attributed communal motives to the actor and named the actor as someone they trusted. I
calculated the two means by multiplying each of the two matrices of attributions about
networking behavior by the trust matrix. The trust matrix came from a one item question
adapted from McAllister (1995) to capture affect-based trust, which is conceptualized as
trust based on a felt emotional bond: “I can trust these people to treat me with respect and
consideration.” The product of the self-serving attributions matrix and the trust matrix
was a binary adjacency matrix in which a value of 1 in cell xij indicated that i nominated j
as someone whom i both saw as networking with self-serving motives and trusted. A
value of 0 indicated that i did not nominate j for that relation. The product of the
communal attributions matrix and the trust matrix was a binary matrix in which a value
of 1 cell xij indicated that i nominated j as someone whom i both saw as networking with
communal motives and trusted. I then ran the degree procedure on the two matrices to
determine the number of times each actor was nominated in each matrix. None of the
actors were nominated in the “seen as self-serving and trusted” matrix, for a mean of 0,
while the mean nominations actors received in the “seen as communal and trusted
matrix” was .35. A one-sample t-test confirmed that the difference in means was
statistically significant (t = 4.502, p < .001), indicating that the measure of attributions of
self-serving motives for networking behavior and the measure of attributions of
communal motives for networking behavior did result in different opinions of actors,
effectively distinguishing between groups.
I established convergent validity by examining the correlational relationship between
attributions that explain networking behavior as stemming from self-serving motives and
attributions of dispositional ingratiation and manipulativeness similar to attributional
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measures used in previous research. Ingratiation was measured using one item adapted
from Yukl, Seifert and Chavez (2008): “These people use praise and flattery to develop
advantageous friendships at work.” Manipulativeness was measured using one item
created for the study: “These people are willing to be manipulative in order to develop
advantageous friendships at work.” The correlations were significant and large (Cohen,
1988), as shown in Table 5.4, indicating that my attributional measure converges with
attributional measures used in previous research. However, the dispositional attributions
from previous research are not so closely correlated to my measure of attributions about
the underlying motives of the actor as to make divergent validity untenable.
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Table 5.4: Establishing Convergent Validity. N=80

I established discriminant validity by examining the two theoretical differences
that should exist between my measures of attributions which explain the underlying
motives of networking behavior and those measures used in previous research. First, my
measures attempt to capture observers’ understanding of the motives underlying actors’
networking behavior, rather than capturing possible dispositional attributions that
observers might make. The foregoing correlational analysis established a significant and
large correlation between the dispositional attributions and my measure of attributions
about motives, however, even with the large effect sizes, less than 30% of the total
variance is explained (Cohen, 1988), leaving plenty of room for divergence between the
two types of attributional measures. Second, my measures attempt to capture observers’
attributions in order to understand how these attributions about actors’ motives can affect
observers’ behavior towards actors, thus impacting actors’ outcomes. I therefore expect
that observers’ attributions about the underlying motives for networking behavior will not
be closely related to actors’ self-reports of dispositional or behavioral variables, thus
indicating that they capture theoretically dissimilar constructs. The correlations shown in
Table 5.5 provide support for this argument.
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Table 5.5: Establishing Discriminant Validity. N=71-80

Actor’s Network Properties
Social Networks. Actors’ network properties were calculated from sociometric data
on friendship ties and advice ties. To collect the sociometric data, I provided respondents
with a roster of all 498 employees in the organization, and first asked them to identify, by
checking the box next to each name, the people they knew in the organization: “From the
people listed below, please select anyone you know. By know we mean you know who
they are and/or you have interacted with them at least once.” The responses for this
question were piped into the following network questions so that each respondent was
provided with a smaller roster of people from which to answer the remaining network
questions. To elicit the friendship network, I asked: “From the people listed below,
please select those you consider to be friends (i.e. you trust and confide in them).” To
elicit the advice network, I asked: “From the people listed below, please select those to
whom you go for work-related ADVICE and knowledge.”
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The data for the two types of networks were arranged into binary adjacency matrices.
In each matrix, a value of 1 in cell xij indicated that i nominated j. A value of 0 indicated
that i did not nominate j for that relation. These matrices include both respondents and
non-respondents. The matrices were 498x498 and yielded 247,506 observations of the
relationships between all possible pairs of people. I used UCINET VI, version 6.498
(Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) to calculate the network indices and ego network
composition measures described below. I symmetrized the friendship matrix according
to the method that both parties had to agree that the relationship existed, thus including
only reciprocated friendship ties. I left the advice matrix unsymmetrized, retaining all
reported relationships whether or not they were reciprocated.
I measured two properties in each actor’s network. First, I measured friendship
network size by calculating each actor’s degree in the reciprocated friendship network.
Degree is simply a count of the number of people to whom the actor is connected.
To capture each actor’s access to people high in resources or status, I measured access
to high status friends in two ways: access to friends high in formal status and access to
friends high in informal status. There were three possible ranks within the organization:
individual contributor, manager, or executive. I calculated each actor’s access to friends
of high hierarchical rank using ego network composition measures in UCINET VI
(Borgatti et al., 2002) to calculate the proportion of the actor’s friends who are either
managers or executives and the proportion of the actor’s friends who are executives.
I also constructed a measure of the actor’s access to friends high in informal status
within the organization, since it is often not only the people with formal titles that wield
the influence within organizations, but also those who are recognized by others as having
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useful and vital information and resources. One way that individuals with informal status
in the organization can be identified is by their in degree in the advice network, which
measures the number of people who seek help or advice from the individual (Kilduff &
Krackhardt, 1994). I measured each actor’s access to friends high in informal status using
ego network composition measures to calculate the average advice in-degree of the
actor’s friends.
Control variables
I controlled for the actor’s department, which was provided by the organization in
human resources records, and was significantly related to performance. Four departments
were part of the study sample: human resources, operations, retail support and executives.
I tested a number of additional controls, including actor’s gender, race, age, tenure
with the organization, tenure in current role, level (manager vs. individual contributor)
and network size. None were related to job performance, and their inclusion in the
models did not change the pattern or significance of results, so I dropped them in the
interest of parsimony.
Because the two independent variables are counts of the number of times actors
were named by their colleagues as having self-serving or communal motives underlying
their networking behavior, it is possible that certain actors were named more frequently
than others in part simply because they are more visible, or salient, within the
organization. Research has shown that certain actor characteristics such as being novel in
the context and having status within the organization can lead observers to attend more
closely to certain actors (North & Fiske, 2012). In order to control for the potential effect
of salience, I ran all OLS regression analyses with both attribution variables included.
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Analyses
Because the dependent variables in all analyses were interval-scaled (supervisorrated job performance and formal and informal status access), I used ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression. Residuals analysis confirmed that assumptions of normality,
constant variance, linearity were tenable. The Durbin-Watson test for independence
returned a statistic (d) of 2.045. To test for positive autocorrelation, I compared the test
statistic d to lower and upper critical values at significance α = .05 (dL = 1.41, dU =
1.77). Because d > dU, there was no statistical evidence of positive autocorrelation. To
test for negative autocorrelation I compared the test statistic (4-d) to the same lower and
upper critical values. Because (4-d) > dU, there was no statistical evidence of negative
autocorrelation (Montgomery, Peck, & Vining, 2012). To ensure there were no issues
with multicollinearity, I ran collinearity diagnostics on all analyses. All VIF scores were
less than 1.8, indicating there were no multicollinearity issues (Myers, 1990).
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CHAPTER SIX
RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics
Table 6.1 presents means, standard deviations and zero-order correlations.
Although both forms of formal status access were significantly correlated to informal
status access, only informal status access was significantly and positively correlated to
supervisor-rated performance. OLS regression analyses confirmed that only informal
status access predicted performance when controlling for department. Therefore, I used
informal status access as the relevant network property in all subsequent analyses.
Attributions about self-serving motives underlying networking behavior are significantly
and negatively related to performance and to informal status access, while attributions
about communal motives underlying networking behavior are positively related to
performance, although the relationship is not significant.
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Table 6.1: Means, Standard Deviations and Zero-order Correlations

Attributions and Performance
Hypothesis 1 predicted that attributions which explain an actor’s networking
behavior as communal would be positively related to the actor’s performance. The results
of the OLS regression presented in Table 6.2 show support for this hypothesis.
Controlling for department, the results indicated that attributions of communal motives
underlying networking behavior positively impacted performance in the presence of
informal status access (β = .28, p < .05).
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Table 6.2: Standardized Regression Coefficients from Analyses Predicting Supervisorrated Job Performance, Hypotheses 1 and 2. N=71

Given the positive but non-significant zero-order correlation between attributions
of communal motives and performance, it appears that the network property informal
status access acts as a suppressor on the relationship between attributions of communal
motives and performance. When informal status access is omitted from the analysis, the
relationship between attributions of communal motives and performance is
underestimated. As shown in Figure 6.1, below, when informal status access is included
in the model, the true relationship between attributions of communal motives and
performance is revealed (Tzelgov & Henik, 1991).
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Figure 6.1: Suppressor Effect of Access to High-Status Friends on Attributions of
Communal Networking Behavior

Communal
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The mechanism I used to explain Hypothesis 1 focuses on how attributions that
observers have for the actor will influence their behavior towards the actor. Attributions
of communal motives underlying the actor’s networking behavior should lead observers
to willingly provide information, resources and assistance to the actor because they trust
the actor, thus increasing the actor’s opportunities to perform well. While I do not
directly test this mechanism, two post hoc analyses provide some support for this
explanation. First, attributions of communal motives are positively and significantly
correlated with affect-based trust, as shown in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-order Correlations, Communal
Attributions and Affect-based Trust

Second, people seen as engaging in communal networking behavior seek advice from
a larger number of people than people seen as engaging in self-serving networking
behavior. The mean advice out degree for people seen as engaging in communal
networking behavior was 19.89. The mean advice out degree for people seen as engaging
in self-serving networking behavior was 5.57. An independent samples t-test confirmed
that the difference in means was statistically significant (t = 3.019; p < .01). I make the
assumption that if an individual names another as someone they go to for advice they are
likely to be receiving regular advice and/or assistance from this person. Therefore, if
people who are seen as networking from communal motives name more people to whom
they go for advice, they are likely receiving more assistance from others.
An alternative explanation of the results could be that actors who actually engage
in certain communal networking behaviors gain benefits directly from those behaviors.
For instance, actors who actively connect unconnected others may enjoy performance
benefits because their connecting behavior involves them more often in innovation than
others (Obstfeld, 2005). This alternative explanation assumes first: that observers
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accurately perceive communal networking behavior (specifically, the actor’s tendency to
connect unconnected others), and second: that the behaviors lead to performance benefits.
I tested this alternative explanation by first examining the relationship between
observers’ perceptions of connecting behavior and the actor’s self-report of a connecting
orientation, and second by examining the relationship between the actor’s self-report of a
connecting orientation and the actor’s performance. The results reported in Table 6.4
provide no support for this alternative explanation. Observers’ perceptions of connecting
behavior were not significantly correlated with the actor’s self-report of a connecting
orientation, and the actor’s self-report of a connecting orientation was not significantly
correlated with the actor’s performance.
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Table 6.4: Means, Standard Deviations and Zero-order Correlations, Tertius Iungens
Orientation and Performance

Hypothesis 2 predicted that informal status access would mediate the relationship
between attributions which explain an actor’s networking behavior as self-serving and the
actor’s performance such that attributions of self-serving motives would negatively
impact the actor’s performance by limiting the actor’s access to high-status friends. I
used Baron and Kenny’s steps for mediation to test this hypothesis. The results of OLS
regression presented in Table 6.2 show support for step one and step three: namely, that
attributions of self-serving motives are a significant predictor of performance (β = -.24, p
< .05), and that informal status access is also a significant predictor of performance in the
presence of attributions of self-serving motives (β = .34, p < .01). To test step two:
namely, that attributions of self-serving motives are a significant predictor of informal
status access, I regressed informal status access on attributions of self-serving motives.
In this analysis, I controlled for friendship network size, since actors who have more
friends in general may be more likely to have more high status friends as well. I also
controlled for attributions of communal motives. The results of OLS regression presented
in Table 6.5 show support for step two (β = -.22, p < .05). Additionally, since attributions
of self-serving motives are no longer a significant predictor of performance in the
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presence of informal status access, the results indicate that informal status access fully
mediates the relationship between attributions of self-serving motives and performance
(Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Table 6.5: Standardized Regression Coefficients from Analyses Predicting Informal
Status Access. N=74

The standardized indirect effect can be calculated by multiplying the standardized
regression coefficient between attributions of self-serving motives and access to highstatus friends (-.22) and the standardized regression coefficient between access to highstatus friends and performance (.34). As Figure 6.2 illustrates, the standardized indirect
effect was (-.22)(.34) = -.075. I tested the significance of this indirect effect using
bootstrapping procedures (Hayes, 2008). The bootstrapped unstandardized indirect effect
was -5.20, and the 95% confidence interval ranged from -11.84, -1.30, indicating that the
indirect effect was statistically significant.
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Figure 6.2: Mediation of Relationship between Attributions of Self-serving Networking
Behavior and Performance by Access to High-Status Friends

*p < .05; **p < .01

The mechanism I used to explain Hypothesis 2 again focuses on how attributions
that observers have for the actor will influence their behavior towards the actor.
Attributions of self-serving motives underlying the actor’s networking behavior should
lead observers to be less likely to befriend the actor, thus limiting the size of the actor’s
overall friendship network and reducing the actor’s access to high status friends. If this
explanation is true, then observers should be less likely to name an actor as a friend if the
observer attributes the actor’s networking behavior to self-serving motives. I compared
the mean number of times observers named actors to whom they attributed self-serving
motives as friends (.01) to the mean number of times observers named actors to whom
they did not attribute self-serving motives as friends (7.20). The results of a one-sample t-
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test indicate that the difference in means (7.19) was statistically significant (p < .001). In
further support of this explanation, actors with more observers overall who attribute the
actor’s networking behavior to self-serving motives receive fewer friendship nominations
overall (r = -.29, p < .01). It is not possible to test the second part of the mechanism I
used to explain Hypothesis 2: that high status people are choosier about naming others as
friends and as a result are even less likely to name actors to whom they attribute selfserving motives as friends. Only one observer named an actor to whom the observer
attributed self-serving motives as a friend. All other friendship nominations came from
individuals who did not attribute self-serving motives to the actors they named as friends.
It so happens that this observer was below average in my measure of informal status (indegree in the advice network), but I cannot statistically test whether the observer’s status
influenced his or her friendship nominations.
A final alternative explanation for Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 is that the
actor’s performance reputation influences observers’ attributions of the motives
underlying the actor’s networking behavior. According to this explanation, if the actor
has a reputation for good performance, the actor’s networking behaviors are more likely
to be attributed to communal motives, and if the actor has a reputation for bad
performance, the actor’s networking behaviors are more likely to be attributed to selfserving motives. Two arguments challenge this alternative explanation. First,
supervisor-rated performance scores are not publicly shared within this organization.
They are kept private between the employee and his or her supervisor(s). Second, I
excluded from the analyses supervisors’ attributions about the motives underlying their
employees’ networking behavior from the analysis. Therefore, any attributions about
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actors’ motives included in the analyses have been made by colleagues who are not aware
of the actors’ performance scores.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that attributions of self-serving motives would mitigate the
positive relationship between informal network access and performance. The results of
OLS regression presented in Table 6.6 do not support this hypothesis. On the contrary,
controlling for department and attributions of communal motives, the results indicated
that the interaction variable created by multiplying mean-centered attributions of selfserving motives and informal status access positively impacted performance in the
presence of the component variables (β = .33, p < .05). The chart of the interaction
presented in Figure 6.3 shows that the positive relationship between informal status
access and performance is augmented by attributions of self-serving motives underlying
networking behavior.
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Table 6.6: Standardized Regression Coefficients from Analyses Predicting Supervisorrated Job Performance. N=71
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Figure 6.3: Chart of Interaction between Access to High-Status Friends and Attributions
of Self-serving Networking Behavior

This result is in direct contradiction to what I predicted in Hypothesis 3, which
indicates that attributions about self-serving networking behaviors have very different
impact on the actor depending on whether the actor has access to high-status friends. The
numbers of people who are seen as self-serving and yet still have a higher than average
number of high-status friends is small. Four people met these conditions in this sample,
which was 5.6% of the total. Only one of these people was identified as engaging in selfserving networking behavior by a high-status person, all others were identified by lowstatus individuals.
Being seen as networking with self-serving motives limits an individual’s access
to high-status friends, but if an actor is able to make friends with high status others even
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while being seen by some as networking with self-serving motives, that actor’s
performance is enhanced by the attributions. Perhaps in light of the actor’s access to
high-status friends, attributions about self-serving motives underlying the actor’s
networking behavior take on new meaning for observers. Self-serving behaviors can
have negative associations, but they can also signal leadership, assertiveness, and
intelligence (Scott & Brown, 2006), especially in instances where the behaviors may be
seen as successful, as in the case where an actor has a number of high-status friends.
Therefore, when the actor’s perceived self-serving networking behaviors are combined
with the actor’s access to high-status friends; it is likely to lead to positive assessments of
the actor’s abilities, skill and effectiveness. Observers who hold these attributions may
still not trust the actor, but they may acknowledge the actor’s political savvy and ability
to make things go his own way. Research has shown that observers will choose an actor
whose motives they suspect for certain activities in which the actor’s skills are likely to
be valuable (Gladstone & O'Conner, 2013).
Perhaps being seen by some as self-serving, yet still having high-status friends,
serves as a signal to observers of the actor’s skill and savvy. Observers might react in a
number of different ways. Two possibilities might help to explain the positive impact of
this phenomenon on performance: first, observers may admire the actor’s political skill,
recognizing that the actor is able to get things done, and have a desire to work with the
actor in order to enhance their own performance. Second, observers may fear getting in
the actor’s way because they perceive that crossing the actor could result in negative
outcomes for themselves. They may feel it is best to stay on the actor’s good side because
she has friends in high places and she is willing to do what it takes to protest her own
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interests. Either of these reactions could result in observers providing the actor with more
than usual assistance, information, and resources, thus enabling the actor to improve his
performance.
If the reaction on the part of the observers is admiration, then it is likely that
observers will see the actor as wielding a great amount of influence within the
organization and will desire to work with the actor, in order to enhance their own
performance. If the reaction on the part of the observers is fear, then it is likely again that
observers will see the actor as wielding a great deal of influence in the organization and
will perceive a threat from the actor that leads observers to want to stay on the actor’s
good side, so as to avoid potential negative outcomes. In post hoc analyses, I tested the
possibility of the admiration reaction by examining: 1) the relationship between the
interaction term and the actor’s reputation for influence and 2) the interaction term and
the number of times observers named the actor as someone with whom they would like to
work more closely. The actor’s reputation for influence was measured with one item
adapted from Burkhardt and Brass (1993): “These people have very much influence in
the everyday activities of this organization.” The number of times observers named the
actor as someone with whom they would like to work more closely was measured with
one item: “From the people listed below, please select those with whom you would like
to collaborate more closely, because it would help you to be more effective in your
work.” The results reported in Table 6.7 provide no support for the admiration reaction
explanation. The interaction term was not significantly correlated with the actor’s
reputation for influence or with the actor’s in-degree in the want to work with network. It
is not possible to test the extent to which observers feel threat from the actor, but it is
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important to note that in instances where an actor was seen as networking with selfserving motives and yet still had a higher than average number of high-status friends, the
observers who saw the actor as self-serving were, with one exception, low-status
individuals, who are perhaps more likely to feel threat from an actor with high-status
friends.
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Table 6.7: Means, Standard Deviations and Zero-order Correlations, Self-serving
Attributions and Reputation
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSON

This study of observers’ attributions about the motives underlying actors’
networking behavior in a mid-sized regional bank produced evidence that these
attributions affect actors’ performance outcomes. Attributions that explain an actor’s
networking behavior as stemming from communal, or collective-serving, motives
positively impacted the actor’s supervisor-rated job performance above and beyond the
effect of the actor’s access to high-status friends. Attributions that explain an actor’s
networking behaviors as stemming from self-serving motives negatively impacted the
actor’s performance by limiting the actor’s access to high status friends. However, when
the actor did have high-status friends, observers’ attributions of the actor’s self-serving
motives augmented the positive relationship between the actor’s access to high-status
friends and the actor’s performance. The underlying mechanism explaining these results
seems to be that observers’ attributions about the motives driving actors’ networking
behaviors affect the observers’ behavior towards the actors. Observers who attribute an
actor’s networking behavior to communal motives may be inclined to trust the actor to
treat others with respect and consideration, and may therefore be willing to provide the
actor with needed information, resources and/or assistance, thus providing the actor with
more opportunities to enhance his job performance. Observers who attribute an actor’s
networking behavior to self-serving motives are less likely to name the actor as a friend,
which reduces the size of the actor’s overall friendship network and thus limits the actor’s
access to high-status friends, curtailing the actor’s opportunities to enjoy the information,
influence and reflected glory benefits possible with access to high-status friends.
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However, actors who are seen as networking out of self-serving motives enjoy quite
different outcomes when they also have high-status friends. In this instance, actors enjoy
enhanced performance benefits, perhaps because observers react to a perceived threat
from the actors due to their political skill, and thus provide the actors with even more
information, resources and/or assistance because of a desire to stay on the their good
sides. Further research is needed to confirm this explanation.
Implications for Theory and Practice
Social network research has tended to focus on how the properties of an
individual’s network can impact the actor’s outcomes (Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, &
Labianca, 2009). Consistent with this research, I find that the network property I called
access to high-status friends positively impacted individuals’ job performance. I also
find that it is not only individuals’ network properties which impact their performance.
Building upon research on network cognition, which found that perceptions of network
properties can influence reputational and performance outcomes (Brands & Kilduff,
forthcoming; Gladstone & O'Connor, 2013; Kilduff & Krackhardt, 1994), and answering
calls for examination of the performance outcomes of network cognitions (Brands, 2013;
Burt et al., 2013), I find that the attributions observers make about the motives underlying
individuals’ networking behaviors influences those individuals’ performance outcomes as
well. How observers make sense of individuals’ networking behavior affects individuals’
opportunities for success. Finding that attributions about an individual’s motives can
impact that individual’s actual job performance is especially compelling because job
performance is independent of observers’ perceptions and attributions, unlike reputational
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variables, which are measures of the opinions of those same observers about the
individual.
To understand the mechanism underlying the relationship between observers’
attributions and individuals’ job performance, I draw upon research in the person
perception/social cognition tradition, which argues that observers’ beliefs about the
causes for an individual’s behavior influences observers’ own behavior towards that
individual (Schneider et al., 1979). I marry this tradition to social network research in
order to better understand how observers make sense of a specific subset of social
behavior, which is behavior that is directed towards crafting and using one’s social
network. Networking behavior can be seen as stemming from a number of motives. I
chose to focus on attributions which explain individuals’ networking behavior as
stemming from their desire to enhance either their own individual social capital or the
collective social capital. These two categories of motives are inspired by a dual
conception of social capital: that the potential and actual benefits of social capital can be
realized by individuals or by the collective (Adler & Kwon, 2002). Attributions about
self-serving vs. communal motives underlying networking behavior are likely to lead to
very different evaluations from observers, as I found in my study. Since observers often
categorize individuals based upon their evaluations of the individuals (Schneider et al.,
1979), and since these assigned categories are likely to influence observers’ behavior
towards the individuals whom they categorize (Fiske, 2013), it is reasonable to assume
that observers’ behavior towards those to whom they attribute self-serving motives will
vary greatly from their behavior towards those to whom they attribute communal
motives. I argue that it is these differences in observers’ behavior towards individuals
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that explains the effect on individuals’ job performance. Future research could examine
specifically what types of behavior result from different observer attributions about the
actor. Some avenues to explore include whether observers would be likely to befriend
the actor, whether observers engage in organizational citizenship behavior directed
towards the actor, or whether observers engage in deviant behavior directed towards the
actor.
Social network research has long acknowledged that actors don’t benefit equally
from advantageous networks properties (Burt et al., 2013). Explanations for differences
in the utility of social network properties have tended to focus on the actor. Factors
explaining the differences in benefits accrued by different actors include actor
characteristics such as personality, actor agency (motivation and ability), and actor
cognition of the network (Kilduff & Brass, 2010). I build upon this research by exploring
the impact of observers on actors’ outcomes. Observers’ evaluations of an actor and their
behavior towards the actor may limit the actor’s agency. Actors have limited control
over their networks, they are affected in their crafting and use of their networks by the
agency of other actors as well. This study explores one way in which the agency of other
actors affects an actor’s outcomes: observers’ attributions about an actor’s networking
behavior affects the actor’s job performance through the hypothesized mechanism of
observers’ behavior towards the actor, which limits the actor’s ability to craft and use her
network. Further research could explore this notion more deeply, using longitudinal data
and analysis to examine the effect that observers’ attributions have on actors’ networks
over time.
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My argument rests on the notion that communal motives are valued while selfserving motives are reviled. In my study organization, which as characterized by a strong
sense of teamwork, and valued individuals’ contributions to the success of the
organization as a whole, this was certainly the case. In addition, my study sample was
predominantly female (69%), and women held equal numbers of management positions
within the departments included in my study. This unusual gender breakdown may also
have influenced how communal and self-serving motives were evaluated, since
socialization often leads women to value communal behavior (Fiske et al., 2007). In
organizations or departments with a higher percentage of men, or with more competitive
cultures, such as sales organizations, Wall Street brokerages, or law firms, it is certainly
possible that communal motives may be less valued because they imply a lack of a
competitive drive, while self-serving motives may be valued because they act as a signal
of the individual’s ambition. As noted by Kilduff and Brass (2010), the situation in
which network advantage is studied has an impact on the kinds of network structures
which will be valuable: “explicit consideration of competitive and cooperative culture
may be necessary to understand fully the relative advantage of various network
structures.” I agree and extend this distinction to suggest examining differing potential
effects of networking behaviors as well. Further research in a number of different
contexts is needed to determine how attributions of self-serving motives vs. attributions
of communal motives underlying networking behaviors are valued depending upon the
contingency of organizational culture.
In addition to organizational context, attributes of the individuals involved in the
attribution process can affect the evaluation of the actor, thus affecting the observer’s
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behavior towards that actor and through that behavior, affect the actor’s outcomes.
Attributes of the actor such as gender and status may affect not only how observers
evaluate the actor based upon their attributions about the motives underlying the actor’s
networking behavior, but may also affect whether observers make the attributions in the
first place. Self-serving motives may be more expected from men or from people who are
high in status, and thus observers may be more likely to attribute self-serving motives to
these types of actors, but may be less inclined to evaluate the actor harshly because those
motives are more expected. In contrast, communal motives may be more expected from
women or from people who are low in status, and thus observers may be less likely to
attribute self-serving motives to these types of actors, but may be more likely to evaluate
these actors harshly when they do attribute self-serving motives to them.
On the other side of the attribution process, attributes of observers such as gender
and status may affect the attributions observers make about actors and how observers
evaluate actors based upon those attributions, because of the different viewpoints
observers with different attributes may have about what kinds of motives and behaviors
are appropriate. In addition, negative evaluations from observers with high status in the
organization may be more damaging to the actor’s outcomes than negative evaluations
from observers with low status.
Thus far, I’ve focused on how the attributes of actors and observers can separately
affect the attribution process. It is also possible that attributes of the actor-observer dyad,
such as status differential and gender homophily and/or heterophily can affect the
attributions observers make about the motives underlying actors’ networking behavior,
and also affect the potential impact of these attributions on actors’ performance. Men
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may expect other men to network with self-serving motives, but may expect women to
network with more communal motives. High status observers may expect self-serving
motives from other ambitious high status individuals, but may look askance at low status
individuals to whom they attribute the same self-serving motives. Research that examines
the possible contingency effects of attributes of actors, observers and actor-observer
dyads on attributions explaining the motives behind networking behavior would be a
valuable next step in better understanding these processes.
In this study, I examined the effects of self-serving and communal attributions
separately. I did not examine the specific effects on actors who are seen as both selfserving and as communal in both network crafting and use behaviors (7 actors in this
study were in this category), and I did not examine how actors might be evaluated
differently if seen as engaging in different types of behavior for the crafting and use of
their networks, for instance, being seen as self-serving in network crafting but communal
in network use. It is likely that many actors exhibit consistency in their approach to both
the crafting and use of their networks, by exhibiting either self-serving or communal
behavior in both instances. For these consistent actors, the findings of this study are
conclusive. However, for actors who are not seen as being as consistent in their pattern
of networking behaviors, there are different implications. Actors who are seen as crafting
their networks with self-serving motives but using their networks for the benefit of the
collective may be forgiven the perceived self-serving motives in light of the end use of
the network. Conversely, actors who are seen as crafting their networks with communal
motives, but using their networks to benefit their own careers may be condemned in light
of the perceived end use of the network. Testing different combinations of attributions
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about network building, maintenance and use could help to tease apart these potential
differences.
A potential limitation of my study is the cross-sectional nature of the data, which
can put the direction of causality into question. However, given the private nature of the
job performance scores at my study organization, and the fact that I excluded supervisors’
attributions of the motives underlying their employees’ networking behavior, it seems
reasonable to assume that the causal relationship between attributions of underlying
motives for networking behavior and performance acts in the direction which I
hypothesize. I was able to reasonably support most of the mechanisms behind my results,
but opportunities remain to further examine and validate these mechanisms, perhaps
through an experimental lab study or simulation. Specifically, to test how observers’
attributions affect their behavior towards actors one could measure directly how willing
observers are to provide information or assistance to actors depending on the attributions
observers have about the actors. In addition, future research could measure directly the
observers’ likelihood to befriend the actor, see the actor as politically skillful, or perceive
a threat from the actor.
Future research, drawing further inspiration and ideas from the network cognition
perspective (Krackhardt, 1987, 1990), could examine how perceptions of network
properties (both static and how they change over time) act as potential contingencies
affecting the relationship between attributions of motives underlying networking
behavior and performance. Perhaps observers who perceive actors as succeeding in their
network crafting behavior would be more likely to provide information and assistance to
the actor, in order to stay on the actor’s good side. Perhaps observers who perceive actors
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as achieving beneficial changes in their networks would be less inclined to judge actors’
self-serving motives too harshly. Given the evidence that observer characteristics and
actor-observer social distance impact observer accuracy (Casciaro, 1998; Krackhardt &
Kilduff, 1999), comparing observer attributions of underlying motives for networking
behavior to actors’ self-reports of those motives may help to provide a better
understanding of the accuracy of observers’ attributions. Observing these comparisons
over time could help to establish whether actors are able to change observers’
attributions, and determine whether accuracy has a contingent effect on the relationship
between these attributions and performance.
Further research, drawing from work on accuracy of network perception
(Krackhardt, 1990), could conduct a comparison between actor and observer perceptions
of the actor’s behavior. Accuracy of observer attributions could be measured by how
closely it matches up with actor perceptions. Or the notion that the actor is the best judge
of her own behavior could be challenged by determining accuracy based on some
threshold of consensus among observers. The level of agreement between actor and
observer perceptions could have an effect on actor outcomes. Perhaps actors who don’t
see themselves as self-serving even though observers do are less likely to benefit from
advantageous network properties.
Further research could build upon work on attitude contagion through networks to
examine how observers’ attributions about actors’ networking behavior are influenced by
the opinions of observers’ friends and other social contacts.
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I focused on the networking behavior whose motives could be attributed to the
desire to seek and use access to high status friends. Future work could focus on
attributions about networking behaviors assumed to be directed towards seeking and
using other network properties known to be beneficial for performance, such as network
bridging (Burt, 1992) or network size. In addition, there are possibilities for examining
different types of networking behavior which are perhaps not tied to crafting or using
specific network properties. For instance, examining how person C is viewed by
observers if C is friendly to person A because A is friends with person B, who imposes
constraint on C. It is possible that few observers would accurately perceive this
complicated behavior, but those who did might have an impact the actor’s outcomes.
Practically, employees in organizations would do well to consider not just how to
best craft and use their workplace networks to advance their careers, but to also consider
how to do this without being seen as having self-serving motives. Successfully managing
workplace networks is not just about maximizing opportunities to benefit one’s own
career, but is about maximizing those opportunities while not being seen as doing so.
Conclusion
Certain properties of workplace social networks are known to powerfully
influence outcomes such as performance and career success (Borgatti et al., 2009), but
not consistently or universally. For example, research has found that at times that
seemingly advantageous structural position is good for men, but not for women (Brands
& Kilduff, 2013; Burt, 1998); and good for instrumental outcomes, but not for reputation
for trustworthiness (Gladstone & O'Conner, 2013). At times, perceived network
properties provide more advantages than actual network properties (Kilduff &
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Krackhardt, 1994). And at times, seemingly advantageous network properties are outright
bad for reputation and performance (Burt et al., 1999; Xiao & Tsui, 2007). This study
outlines one explanation for the inconsistencies: that it’s not just network properties that
matter, but also observers’ attributions about actors’ networking behavior. I developed a
distinct construct that captures the underlying motives to which observers attribute
behaviors related to the crafting and use of workplace friendship networks, and found that
these attributions of the underlying motives for network behaviors, whether self-serving
or communal, affected actors’ performance outcomes. When it comes to performance,
network properties do matter, but it also matters how they think you got there, and how
they think you maintain and use your networks.
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APPENDIX
Sample question – Attributions about networking behavior
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